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ADVERTISEMENT.

present

translation of the
been undertaken with a
-'iew to supply an apparent defec
English medical literature. For, though
many essays and pamphlets have lately
been published on this most important
of all physical subjeas, yet there exists
no work which, in so small a compass,
affords that comprehensive survey of
";Suspended Animation."
THE

Treatise has

in

The Translator can offer no other,

that

apology for any imperfeaf-ions, than
this was his first
and that his.
friends

pruning
Besides,

SIRVF

have,,

knife

attempt;,

perhaps,,

not,

with sufficient
the German

style

used, the,

se verity.
of Dr.

is frequently obscure, or ambiguous,

( Viii )
and abounds with

repetitions,
biguous,
,nany of which have been carefully
avoided.
For the, information of the English
reader, it may not be improper to ob-serve, that the Author has been ele6ed
an honorary member of the
a copy of
mane Society of London,
all their printed; works has been transmitted to im, as a testimony ofLtheir
approbation of his popular Tables, in
which he has exhibited a view of the
whole Resuscitative Process, in one
sheet of German letter--press. Hence
iDr. STRI v E was induced, to dedicate
this Treatise, originally written in his
native language, to that illustrious

Royal Hu-

and

Body

~j 1

of Philanthropists.
,gin, April1, I Ol .

PR

E-*

PREFACE.
THE Author devoutly wishes that
the small Treatise here submitted to
the Public, may afford some degree of
satisfadion to those who are acquainted
withr his former writings, which have
experienced a very extensive
tion. He feels, indeed, the most ardent desire to contribute his share to
wards instrufting those who study the

circula-

humane art of assisting the unfortunate,,

or rescuing them from perilous situa-.
tions. As, however, he -is unfavourably situated for obtaining literary in.
formation, he trusts the candid reader
will ascribe the defers of this work
partly to that circumstance, and partly
to the difficulties conneafed with the
subje&.

His

(xZ
His principal motive for publishing
the present Treatise, was to exhibit a
cursory view of a. rational method of
treating persons apparently dead, or
exposed to imminent danger. Such a
retrospe& appeared to him a
especially to young medical practitioners, who will thus be enabled,, on
urgent occasions, to adopt the most

desidera-

tum,

speedy and proper means

tion.

1797A

Giirl%, Feb'ruary,.

of resuscita-
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"SUSPENDED

SECTION FIRST.

on

who

the Uistory of Humane Istiturecovering the Lives of those
are apparently dead, or exposed to imminent

Observations
tions for

Danger.

T HERE

is no branch

of

medicine, of

which its professors have greater reason
to be proud, than the art of restoring to life
persons apparently dead; an art with which
our predecessors in medical science, for want
of anatomical knowledge, were not sufficiently
acquainted; but which, in the present age, is
progressively advancing towards perfc6ior w

( 2)

No stronger argument can be opposed to the
sophistical assertions of TEMPLE*, Rous..
SE AU, and subsequent writers, than the modern
history of resuscitation, Indeed, no scientific
researches have greater claims to public grati
tude, and none deserve to be held in greater
estimation, than those which relate to the recovery of persons apparently dead: from whatever cause this suspension of vital powers
have taken place.
The ancients, who duly acknowledged the
great merit of their physicians, revered them,
according to -the ideas peculiar their age, as
demigods. Such were HERACLEs, AsCLEPIos, EMPEDoCLES, who enjoyed divine
honours, and owed much of their celebrity to

may

to

the

successful restoration of those who were

apparently consigned to the grave. When
examine the pages of the history of medicine, we find among the ancient Egyptians,
Greeks, and Romans, many accounts of suc-

we

cessful attempts at resuscitation, and of the respe6Lful attention bestowed on the preservation
of human life; but there are no records of
*Les

oeuvres

mcis

du Chevalier T

MP L

7.t.

i. pp. 246.

public

public

fnstitutilons for that

benevolent purr.

pose.
In the middle ages, when medicine, as well
totally negleced,
as all the other sciences,
this important obje&t was likewise entirely

were

abandoned.
In the seventeenth century, however, the
attention of the public was again dire6ted
this philanthropic aim, and there appeared
several works on the subje(L Among these
are the produtlions'of kIRCHMAYER , and a
few others, that display the charaer of the
age in which they were written, namely, a
strong desire of perpetuating superstition, and
recording marvellous events. Yet, notwith
standing many useful hints contained in these
works, they neither excited general attention,
nor engaged the notice of the rulers of the
country.
The present century claims the merit of
having more fully discussed the suje2l; a circumstance which, though it cannot be considered as a consequence of the more refinied

to

*Dh.sertatio

de Horn. Ap parent. Mort. J'Piuern. x 5.-

H 8N . KoIRI AN , de mortis rniracm ii.
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moral feelings f(r the value of human life

(for

the contrary is too strongly proved by san uinary wars) may, nevertheless, be ascribed to the
great improvement which has been made of
late .years in the art of healing.
Induced by the example of her scientific
neighbours, the attention of Germany
to the important obje6l of applying
medicine to the improvement of the
art. For, though some German writers
had published their sentiments on this subje&t~
yet they only produced a slight impression,
the minds of their countrymen. Nor
did the famous story of the goldsmith's wife at
IDresden *, strike them with awe. WIN SLOW
and BRUBIER, indeed, had previously written
on this subject in .France; but many years

was

called

resuscita-

tive

-pon

elapsed before their publications were trauslated and read in Germany.

produced

several

-German

They, however,
pamphlet

on the

9 Nachiehi von der aons ihrem Grabe 'wiedir amferstax.

denen Goldschmieds EFrase in Dresden; nebst .Errinnru%gso
der unerkanwecn So~nde, die Leute za begraben, !eic
noch
epstorben :--or, an account of the goldsmith'a wire' iDresden,

4

who rose alive from her'grave; together with an exposition of
the secret crime of burying people previous to their death, b~
M4.

PAwsI.

C a &ar.HIii

C1.scsR,

Dresdeni,,1773.

treat
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treatment of the apparently dead, some of
which are not destitute of merit*.
At length, Professor HUFELAND excited the
attention of the public, by his excellent work
"On the uncertainty of the Symptoms ofDeath,
and on the only infallible means of preventing
persons from being consigned to an untimely
grave ;" printed at Weimar, in the year
As the uncertainty of relying upon the
genesigns of apparent death was thus
rally acknowledged, institutions were progres-.
sively effete4 for the recovery of drowlied
persons, or others whose lives were endan.
gered by similar accidents.
in the year 1767, a Society for the recovery
of drowned persons was established at

1791.

more

dam:

such

Amster-

im-

they published rules for proceeding
cases, and offered premiums to those who

successful

were

in the application of these

rules.

One of their most active

JolHx

ABRAHAM

WILLINK,-

members,.
procured a

translation of the history and transa6ions of
this Society,
*

in

German

Oil

language.

as grosse Untglu~ck einer zu ,fruhen Beerdigussg.-Om

the great misfortune

6z &

the

vv

of. premature

zt, physician at Neustadt,

interment, by C.

8)"s
17

S3i

F.

~~the
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the very day of its foundation, the Society had
the satisfa~iion to see the first person on whom
their method was tried, rescued from aquatic
suffocation; and, in the same year, two other
cases, equally successful, occurred at
dam.
In most of the Dutch towns, similar philanthropic institutions were formed. Indeed it
appears from a list published in Holland, that
by means of these establishments the following
number of persons, who must otherwise have
perished, were restored to their friends and
society:

Amster-

.In

the year

1767
1768
1770

. .......

- 771

----..__-_--17

----

3 persons

24 do.
35

do.

34 do.

72 34do.

1773

3 5 dog.

1774

40 do.

-1775 3-7(10.
ToWa

287 persons
The
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but

The premiums were accordingly paid;
beside these, many were recovered for whose
preservation no premiums had been offered:
among those were three from a state of suffocation, and one from strangulation, restored to
life by the same process as is adopted with
those who are drowned. According to later
registers of this Society, from its foundation to
the year 1793, during twenty-five years, 99o
persons have, by its patriotic exertions,
restored to the community.
There likewise were published at Venice,
in the year 1768, direations for the resuscitation of the drowned, and premiums promised
to tlose who applied them with success. Si.
milar institutions were established in several
other parts of Ialy, especially at Milan, and
throughout Lombardy : while the transactions
of the Dutch Society were translated into the
Ruxssian language, by the Imperial Academy at
Petersburg.
*In the year 17 7 , a Humane
for the same lbenevolent purposes was formed

been

Institution,

ask Paris*, under the. direffion of
Detail

M.

P[A*

du succes de l'etaiblissemcnt pie.1a yiUlde Fars, A

fait, ea faycuir de pconna

joyEs,

B~ut.
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But the most celebrated association in the
Humane
world, for this purpose, is the
Society of London. Dr. COGAN'S translations
of the transafions of the Society at Amsterclam, first excited the attention of the English
to this important subje& ; he soon sketched a
plan for a similar institution, which met with
universal approbation, and speedily obtained
the san6lion of the legislature.
In the year 1774, several medical gentle.
men, as well as others of the first respe6lability,
associated for the purpose of'resuscitating perfounders
sons drowned, suffocated, &c.
of this Society were Dr. COGAN and Dr.
HAwES: they afterwards requested the pa.
and the institution
tronage of His
was consequently called the Royal Humane

Royal

The

MAJESTYY

,Society.

They immediately published

concise

direaions for the treatment of the drowned,
otherwise apparently dead by suffocation,
&c. of which many thousand copies were

or

dis-

tributed.

These dire6 ions are very: elegantly

printed on cards, of a pocket size. A reward'
of two guineas was offered to those w'ho should'
f~rs~t

rescue a

guineas

to

:

person

fromi

danger; and. four,

hi i who Mshould, be
_

successful, in

employing

(
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employing the restorative-pwesr.

The So.

cicty then nominated a considerable number
of medical assistants, especially such as resided
near the banks of rivers and the sea-coast, ink
order to afford the most speedy relief to persons drowned, suffocated, &c.; the instruments
necessary for saving life being deposited in
adjacent houses. To excite emulation an4
stiulate industry, a gold and silver prize-medal ' were granted by the Society a4 a reward,
and 1776 institutions similar to that
In
of the Royal Humane Society, were foriud
in all the large towns of the kingdom, especially at Norwich, Hull, Liverpool,Worcester,
and Kidderiinster as well as
Scotland and Ireland. This respeabe So_

1775

in

Chester,

ciety annually tincreased in' the number of its
members, whq Were a6tive in their endeavours
diffuse the knowledge of those principles, so
prejudics, against the institution, anil
that
the resuscitative process, soon vanished ; for,

to

the

*One side represents a Genius breathing on the half-exti h.
wuished flame of a taper, with the irnacriptiosj-'" .Liaetscinz-

ti/lu/az forsan ;" and

below:

R~.H.S.

On

In

resuscitat. intef'

the reverse, a laurel
nsortLyrum ins. M.DCCXXIV.
is rep esented with this inscription--, foc prezium cive ser*
rvata tM/lit."
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within the short period of a few years, they had
demonstrated, by several hundred successful
instances, that their benevolent plan was by
no means chimerical. Contributions, some
of which amounted to a hundred pounds, ware
sent from every part of Great Britain, and
even from America; colle~ion were made
which the
in the churches of London,
Society was enabled to extend the sphere of
its operations, and to appropriate considerable
sums for the purchase of the requisite implements, and for bestowing medals and rewards.
In order to carry their intentions into effe&,
as extensively as possible, several houses were
ere~ted for the reception of bodies apparently
lifeless;,, where all the necessary apparatus,

by

such as blankets, a portable bed, copper

ket-

heating water, and an ele6~rical

ma-

ties for

chine, were always kept in readiness.*

These

small buildings were ere ed in different parts

of London,

and chiefly

in

the vicinity of rivers

and other waters, where such accidents were
m;ost likely to .happen.
*The Society hal caused the plan of such a rcceiviag~house
to be encraven, and printed on a card.

ai
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the year 178o, Dr. HAWES read a

gratuitous course of public ledtures on the
principles of resuscitation.
The increasing popularity of the Society
was highly conducive to its success: physicians, clergymen, painters, and poets, exerted
themselves for the honour of the institution.
The speeches of the Bishop of St. DA VID'S,
and Mr. HAWTAYNE, on the duty of assist.

ing our fellow-creatures, and the panegyrics
on the regulations of the Society, are valuable specimens of that impassioned eloquence
which readily finds its way to the heart. Artists immortalized the nost remarkable scenes
of resuscitation, by excelent prints and paint.
ings; while some of the most eminent British poets composed odes for the celebration
of the anniversary festival.
In.defatigable in the improvement of this
philanthropic art,. the Royal Humane Society
colleted, and profited by, the experience of
other nations. Prize-medals, value ten guineas each, were also offered, and given by the
Society, for the best treatises on the restorative process. To this excellent institution we
are likewise indebted for the valuable essays on
this

( 12

this

sub'je,

written- by

KITE,

Gonwix,

CoLEM'AN, and FOTHERGILL.

The zeal for promoting human happiness,
wvhich animated every member of this Society,
dso ,glowed in the breasts' of philanthropists in
refiote parts of the globe: in consequence of
,vhich, similar institutions were established in
and Barthe West Indies, namely, in
Iadoes, in Hudson's Bay, as well as in the
American cities of Boston and Philadelphia,
even at Algiers, in Morocco. Among
these, the most distinguished are, the Preservative Society of Northamptonshire America,
Massaand
instituted in the year
chuset's Humane Society, at Boston, which
The zealous members
was founded in

Jamaica

rnd

178-99;

the

1792.

ef the former recovered in the last mentioned
year, four ; in 1793, eight ; in 1794, eleven';
*and in 1795, five persons, most of whom

were rescued from a watery grave.

The anniversary festival of the London
Society is truly sublime and affe ing. Oa
this solemn occasion, the annual lists of both
the preservers and preserved, are publicly read,
the accounts balanced, and new premiums
proposed.
The

(
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The celebration of the annual festival onv
particularly
the 22d of July, 1796,
splendid. Philanthropic songs, accompanied
by instrumental music, excited the most sublime emotions in the minds of the hearers.
What an impressive scene !-A long procession of men, women, and children, who all were
indebted for their lives to this Society, proceeded
in several divisions. Each of these groups
followed their colours, which were adorned
with an inscription. That of the first was;
Thanks to the Supreme Being; and that of they
second, Resuscitation. The
Assistants
were the next in succession; and, after these,
the GuardiansofLfe, preceded by Dr. LETTSOM. A'nother. division was distinguished by
a flag, with the words Divine Aercy; and
again another, with that of IHumanity. ,The last
banner displayed the inscription,'Return to Ljifr.
The list of restored persons was read, by

was

Medical

which it, appeared,

that, from i774 to the

of July, 1796, a period of twenty-'two
years, two thousand one hundred and seventy.
five persons*.,were restored to life.

,22d

IlumraWe give this statement on the authority of an Occasional
Addresi spoken by Mr. H~a L M Xi 3 at ,JonC'* RoyalI Circuse,
b
C
*
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I i

umanum genus ante 1774,
Q1nasi mortuum, ultimo receptaculo
Depositum erat:
Nostro autem feliciori avo
Hac dira calamitate
Absolutum est.
This benevolent association, which is continuallv increasing, consists of several hundred
members, including Noblemen, Gentlemen
and Ladies of the first respeflability and opulence. The' President of the Society is at

Q

present Lord STAMFORD.

The Society for the Encouragement of
Ijseful Arts, at Hamburgh, set a meritorious
example to Germany. Among other excellent. plans for promoting happiness, an institution was-formed for the re-animation of perthe
sons drowned. Its direaions relative
proper method of treatment, in such cases,

to

were distributed in the year 1768, and a
mium of twenty rix-dollars was

pre-

offered for

every successful case. In the following year,
,1769, institutions more peculiarly devoted
to the restoration of

the drowned,

were also

St. George's Fields, on Friday the 22d of July, 1796, fob' the
benefit

Of

the Royal Huwnane Socicty.

founded.

(
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essen-.

These establishments were
and have
tially improved in the year
been gradually advancing towards perfection,
in every succeeding year. A committee,
which was appointed for the reulaticn of this
Society, devoted houses to the reception and
treatment of the drowned ; and the most accurhte instru~lions for the assistance of such as
had sulfered apparent privation of life by sudden accidents, were communicated to the surgeons, and exhibited in conspicuous places.
Implements, such as large poles, ahd ungs,
for extra ing bodies out of water, ice-boats ,
blankets, carpets, GORCY'S improved bellows,
&c. were procured, and kept in readiness at
those places where there was ;he greatest danger of such accidents. In short, this institution surpasses~all others of the kind in, Germany.
The success of its experiments completely
answered the philanthropic view of the Society ; while, by its improvements, the art of
preserving the. lives of human beings daily
founded.

1786,

attained a higrher degree of perfefion,
*A

.and

corre&k representation of such a 7esse'q is given in ths*
ErNCYCLOPAaIA, N~o. I. and: itisdescribed
the article Bout.

DoMZSTIC

under

C

2~CI

the
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the number of successful cases annually increased.
In the course of five years, the following
cases occurred:
1790

179'

Unsuccessful.

Successful.

In the year
-

1792

-

1793

-

Total.

-

4

12

17

-

9

26

19

-

S

8

8S

3'

49

39
"4
75
Another Society which particularly deserves our attention, is the Humane Society of
Mohrungen, in East Prussia. It was founded
in the year 1795, by the Rev. Dr. DIET..
MAR, of Biumenau. Its chief design is to
instrua commhon people in the management

dead';

of persons apparently
and much real
may be expeaed from the zeal of the

good

respe~hble gentlemen who have& united for
this beneficent purpose.
It, is, indeed, much to be regretted, that ira
the extensive GJerman Empire, no other

in-f.

stitutions similar to those I have mentioned,#
have hitherto been established. May the
speedy return of peace inspire mien in general
itih a zeal for the ireservation of human life.

How*~

(-
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However, as the resuscitation of persons ap..
parently dead, has, during the last twenty
years, been more generally attended to by the
governments of different countries, we may
tionally hope, that these humane institution
will annually increase. Of the public proclamations relative to the subje& in question,
which have appeared under legislative sanction, I am acquainted only with the followiThose by the Emperor, in the year -

ra-

1769

Duke of Saxe-Gotha
Elelor of Saxony
Ele6tor of Bavaria -

-

1770

1773
-

King of Prussia
Duke of Saxe-Weimar

1775

1776
6

Senate of Bremen
LuneDuke of Brunswic

City of Strasburg

-

City of Erfurt

Duke of

City

design

-1787
-

Mecklenburg

of Rostock

-

17$3'
1783

-

i,784

'benevblentfdilers

of these
Indeed, the
was attended with good effiel, since the attention of the public has thus been dire led
a

subje t

the most

interesting, to mankind.

to
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It affords me infinite pleasure to remark,
that in consequence of the regulations issued
by. the ELECTOR of SAXONY in the year
the public mind was in amanner roused
from its lethargy. Since that period, the cases
which occurred have been more carefully
recorded, and a more general interest was excited, in proportion as the attempts proved
resuccessful. Although the endeavours
animate the unfortunate be not always crowned with success, yet it is a consolation to the
philanthropist, that all the means of restoration
are duly resorted to. Since the appearance
of the above-mentioned regulations, however,
many successful cases of resuscitation have
proved a source of saisfaaion to the benevolent ELECTOR of SAXONY; and the number
of those who were restored to life, has by far
exceeded that of any former period. Every

1773,

to

year additional rewards have been distribute~l
and in 1773, thirteen premiums were paid for

successful assistance.
Two other equally judicious proclamations
were published by the same prince; one of
which

first

appeared

in the year

1782,

and

was re-published with considerable improve..
jnentss

ments, in the year 1796; it relates to the pre.
vention of canine madness: the other, concern.
ing the management of dead bodies, and the
precautions necessary to avoid premature interment, was ena&ed in the year 1795It is to be hoped that an institution for recovering persons apparently dead, will soon be
established at Leipzig. In the year 1796, the
magistrates of that city published instru6ions
respe&ing the treatment of the drowned, till
the arrival of some medical pralitioner.
According to the degree of sensation produced on thie public mind by institutions of
this nature, their importance and utility will
be more generally acknowledged. Nothing is
more desirable than the general publication of
all cases in which medical aid proved effica.
cious, as well as of those in which it was ad.
ministered without effe&, By such information,
both morality and the art of medicine would be
mutually promoted. Every province, therefore,
ought to be in the possession of registers, in
which the attempts of restoring to life indivi..
duals apparently dead, should be carefully and
circumstantially recorded, whether these en-

deavours have been attended with success, or
failed.

(
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failed. I have attempted to form a colleaion
of casualties which happened in the small
province of Lusatia, and have found with
aeart-felt satisfafion, that during a space of
twenty years, thirty-six drowned persons were
restored to society. Some of the circumstances attendant on these cases of resuscitation are very remarkable.
I think it a duty, to mention the philanthropists to whom these humane institutions
ate highly indebted; and whom history will
record to the remotest posterity; namely,
AN MAR UM, Count BERCHTOLD, and
VINCENT ZARDA.
The first of these exalted charaE1ers is the
first taught
velebrated Dutch naturalist,

who

the proper application of eletriciry, to be used

ithe resuscitative process.
qount LEOPIOLD I4RHTLduring his
throuigh Europe, obtained universal esteem by-his humane inquiries into this suje .

travels

the National

In the year 1792, he presented to
.,Assembly of France plan for preventing pre,.
city of Vienna is inmature intermept.
the iee.,
for the introduaio4
tiebted
I likewise disetirnated
at.; h1e
in thbt rnetro

to him

'aThe

, of

polis,

polis, instru&ions for the recovery of persons
apparently dead, stated in a familiar treatise; and during his travels in Spain, he was
instrumental to the establishment of similar
,institutions in the sea-ports of that country.
ADALBERT VINCENT ZARDA#, has for
many years read public leaures on the resuscitative art, in the city of Prague; he also published in the year 1796, a very useful
pocket-book, containing a description of the
apparatus necessary for the restorative process,
arranged in alphabetical order.
Although I have related these 6s, taken
from the history of humane institutions, in a
concise and cursory manner, yet they serve to
shew that the respeitive exertions made

German

in

different countries,, were not in general un-

successful, and consequently beneficial to man-

They

kind.

those

Who

may likewise tend to convince

are not acquainted with medical

science, of the possibility of reviving persons
apparently dead, by a proper application of its
principles; and, lastly, we may learn fromn
such histories, how much yret remnains

to be

'

This

gentleman, as

well

as

CoutitiERc xIO

L

,

hat

baen sleated honorary governor of the Royal Humane Society.

atcco111.
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accomplished, before these hunane institution
can arrive at a greater degree of perfeekn

I1 General R fleecbons on Humane Institutions.
The following thoughts, on the management
and improvement of humane institutions, are
not merely founded on conje6lure, but they
have, in a great measure, already been realized; especially by the exertions of the Society
at Hamburgh, originally instituted for the encouragement of useful arts.
The phrase Humane Institutions, is, in this
instance, applied. to every efFort made by magistrates, physicians, and the public in general,
to prevent and diminish the dangers whic4

threateni

individuals apparently dead, or whose

vital powers are suspended.
All establishments for the preservation of
life may be divided intoPreventive Insitutions, or suck as are cal.

Z.to

cydat d

avert

impending dangr.-Under

this

hecad. isy also be, classed the investigations made,
by order of government, respe6iing circumnstances by which the attempts to effe& the resto-.
rationx
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ration of life have proved unsuccessful; adni.nitions relating to danger; such as information
concerning poisonous plants; the bad effets of
damp habitations; mephitic vapours; unwholesome food and drink; the deleterious influence
of quackery; cautions against dangerous places
for bathing, and dire&ions to such as are perfealy safe, by stones with inscriptions; the inclosure of deep ditches and waters, &c. Farther,
it is a duty incumbent on magistrates, to promote a speedy publication of those means
which are best adapted to relieve persons exposed to dangerous casualties. These printed
guides ought to be in general circulation, and
per e6Uqly intelligible, so that when an accident
happens, they may be immediately resorted to.
Where simple admonitions are disregarded,
the interposition of legislative authority twill
become necessary. Great care should likewise be taken, that the regulations published
by the Medical Board, be duly enforced.
2. PreparatoryInstitutionsfor affording relief

on sudden emergencies.--These ought to provide the necessary implements for the restora-..
tion of life, as well as to appoint the requisite
assistance; to select bold and experienced persons,

( 24 )
sons, who should without delay afford their
aid, and whose exertions should be duly rewarded. In almost every town and village of
Germany, regulations are published for saving
goods and houses in cases of fire. Would not,
therefore, Institutions for the resuscitation of
persons apparently dead, be of equal importance? It would be particularly desirable, and
even necessary, to appoint, in every place,
experienced men, for immediately discovering
drowned bodies; as the efficacy of the restorative process depends more upon that circumstance than upon any of the means made use of
for such purpose. The great utility of iceboats, instruments for extra6ing the unfortunate from water, and drags, must be obvious. Those particularly, who have an opportunity of being often present at accidents of
this nature, ought to be well instru6ed in the
art of resuscitation. No fisherman or waterman ought to be admitted a member of the
Corporation, unless he be perfefaly acquainted
with the method of treating the drowned. Direaions for managing these casualties ought to
be distributed among people living in the vicinit 7

(
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nity of rivers, that the means of resuscitation
may always be in readiness.
3. Institutions for saving life, when a dangerous accidenit has recently happened.-In this
case, speedy notice ought to be given, proper
assistants and a physician immediately called
in, to dire& the means of resuscitation, and to
prevent crowds of people from assembling;
thus the resuscitative process ought to be em.
ployed with indefatigable assiduity; the per.
sons engaged in the operation encouraged by
promises of rewards, &c.
A government which patronizes Humane
Institutions, manifests at the same time its regard for the value of human life. By such
measures, sovereigns would evince true patriotism; and, even in these revolutionary
times, the union between the prince and the
people would be thus more firmly cemented.

IMl.

On Apparent Death.

It is impossible to give a satisfaaory explanation of the nature of apparent death, without having previously defined vitalpower. But,
D
as

( 36

only3

as the definition of a power which we
know by its effe~ls, would be inconclusive, I
shall state
one
its principal manifestations. 'Thi idea being more accurately elu
cidated by HUFELA x, in his work entitle
1"Pathogenia," than by any other writer on
the subje6t, I shall, without hesitation, avail
myself of the result of his inquiries; nor do I
claim any other merit, in this instance, than
that of having applied
hypothesis to prai
cal purposes.

.but -of

his

organizedbody,

Vita/power is the ability of an
. o receive impressions, and to exert a

re-aion.

There are two modifications of this effei of
vital power ; viz. susceptibility of stimulus, and
irritability.
former implies the capacity
of the organic fibre, to be affe6led by

The

it is

the result .of the

exrist. in .the system,
not' manifested

stimuli;

vital power, and may

though ,the irritability be

by any external symptoms.

Irritability, on the contrary, is peculiar to the
mnuscular fibre, which is in a state of re-a~ion,
either by the contraEion, or approximnation of
'constituent parts, in consequence if, any
stimulu's applied to it, though c rhfined to

its

Particular sp

a

t. thus

partially affieed .
Fos

Upon this theory is founded the idea of apparent death.--Apparent death is that state, i
which the vital power is suspended, or in which
stimuli.
there is a want of the susceptibi/ity

of

vitality, therefore,
Apparent extin6tion
of the vital
of
re-action
is a lower degree
power, disproportionate to the adion of
lants. Hence the different degrees of apparent
death are easily accounted for: they depend
on the more or less observable suspension of
the vital power, and on the proportion of
ceptibility of stimulus that remains.
suspension of life consists of infinite
modifications, from the transient momentary
fainting fit, to the death-like torpor of a day's
irritation may
duration. The susceptibility
be completely suppressed, and the person apq

stiru-

sus-

This

of

parently dead, may, be insensible

-of

the

strongest

stimuli, such as the operation of the ,knife, and
a red-hot iron ; and yet the vital
the effeas

of

power

may

not be extina.

In this state,

howevr, apparent death, very nearly border
upoin a+tal dissolution.
I)atb may be defined be a dissipation
destru~tion of the vital power itself; or, peressential organs, by
baps,
the

to

of

or

which

most

D2

that
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that power exerted its influence on the body.
For, if we are capable of forming an abstra6t
idea of this power, and of conceiving that it is
universally diffused throughout nature, it follows, that such an agent cannot be completely
annihilated. The dissolution of an individual
body only prevents its influence, and operation,
on that body with which it was formerly conneced. Perhaps it is now employed by the
Author of Nature to animate another organized substance. One part of the vital power
which dire&ed the adions of the living man,
may probably give life to the plant that blossoms upon his grave. I hope to be excused
for this digression, as it is the result of those
reflea&ions which were naturally suggested by
k UFELAND'S idea of vital power.
Apparent death is that state of weak and
latent life, from which the person thus affe6ed
may recover, if the aaivity ofthe vital principle
be gradually excited. The due proportion
between the aaion and re-aaion of vital
power may, in this manner, be restored, and
the system again become susceptible of stimuli.
Although the susceptibility of the subjea be
restored, vital alion still remains in an imper.
fed

(
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fe& state. Doubtful signs of re-animation ar
so far from being harbingers of success, that
they but too often suddenly disappear, ad
leave the operator in a hopeless situation.
This susceptibility of excitement is the prin'
cipal requisite to successful resuscitation. The

recovered,

of pe fed vital adion cannot be
unless the heart and lungs again duly perform
state

their respeive fun6lions.
We ought, however, anxiously to watch
fhe first symptoms of returning life; or, rather
the signs of the susceptibility of excitement, a
our condu&t in the resuscitative process entirely depends upon them.
We should therefore distinguish, ith parr
ficular care, that state, from perfe& animation;
kest we might pursue a method not adapted to
and circumrstances.
I. State ofthe susceptibility of sst*mrdus.-.4tf is
difficult, and sometimes imlrpossible, to discover
en the vital principle is
its diagnostics,
if it manifest itself
6ircly .suppressed.
ani unequlivocal manner, the vital power the'1
is in a pro , zssive state of clevelopernent .,~
ice=
the other hand, this susceptibility iii

fimne

wh

eii"
in

But,

be

per eptibly lurking in the body.
D

3

The drowned

lpersonp

(30
person, in most cases, becomes susceptible of
irritation, as soon as he is taken out of the
water; and is consequently in a situation in
which the vital power may be excited. It
would be of considerable importance, if these
symptoms of susceptibility could be timely discovered, because it will appear from the sequel,
that we ought to regulate ourselves accord.
ingly, in determining the proper degree of
stimulants.
These symptoms, however, are often mi
taken for signs of animation in general. Such
indeed, in some measure, they are; but so
successfeeble and uncertain are the criteria
ful resuscitation, that we may, with greater
.reason, merely consider them as vestiges of
th~ returning susceptibility; because the mod-.w
fications of vitality have hitherto -not been ascer.

of

tamed with sufficient precision, nor have the

symptoms

of that susceptibility been accur.

irately investigated. I earnestly exhort all me-.
dical men, to be assiduous in making their

observations on this part

of semiology ; for I

amupersuaded, that the result will prove highly
kePecial to the-praaitioner.

(31 )
2.:

The state

of perceptible aive

vtality

is manifest from all those symptoms of
animation., that leave no doubt of its real ex..,
istence., In this state, irritability is not impeded in its free progressive a6lion: respiration,
pulse, and animal heat, are completely restored.
There are, however, many modifications of
that state, the particular chara&ers of which
ought to be accurately distinguished.
Such symptoms of animation are most re.
markable during the resuscitative process; they
gene;ally affbrd flattering hopes, and even.
guide,
operator in adopting the best means.
of assistance.
Beside these signs of animations observable i:
which

the

cases where the vital principle appears to be ex-

tinguished, there are others which can be perceived only by the
tention

patient. For instance, the re-

of the faculty of hearing, when all other

sensations have entirely ceased-;. but more parti.

cularly a flash of fire. before the eyes,. at the
momen~t of
animation ; likewise the
slowly expiring spark, observed by persons,
exposed to intense cold, previous
their sink.
ing into a state of insensibility r the sudden
darkness

returning,

to

darkness before the eyes of those who are
attacked by a fainting fit; the inexpressible
comfort experienced by such as are on the
point expiring under the influence of an in.
ens degree of cold, &c.

of

IKZVIJv
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REVIEW,

OF

ALL THE SYMITOMS 0!
LIFE,

EXIIIIBITED IN THEIR NATURAL

ORDER.

I. Signs of an existing susccptibility of stimulus.
in the region
i. A slight degree of
of the heart.
2. Contra lions and dilatations of the-heart.
3. A vibrating motion of the whole body,
especially after being sprinkled with cold water.
4. A convulsive tension of the muscles in,
some parts of the body.

warmth

I.

Doub Jul signs of returningirritabity.

z. A. slight degree of rigidity in the limbs.
2. The skin acquires a gradual smoothness

3. Different parts of it become warm and red..
4. Hiccough.
r. Contra tion and hissing of the nostrils.
6. Trembling of the whole body, even w~
out the previous application of stimulants.
7. Mucus untinged with blood, issuing fromt
the nose, during the inflation of the lungs.
8. A slight convulsive motion of the mouth.,
9.

A

firmn compression of

the teeth.,
II11

.Afo'r~
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I. AIfore certain signs,
x. Gentle throbbing of the
2. Pulsation of the vessels of the heart and
the temporal arteries.
3. A slight convulsive motion of the inner
corner of the eye.
A gently undulating motion of the eye-ball.
5. A slight convulsion of the muscles of the
neck.
IV. Distinfi signs
LZ e*
i. A weak motion of the jaw.

heart.

4.

of

2. The lips and face becoming red.
the muscl s of
3. Acontraion of all
4. Convulsive motions of the toes.

the

face.

5.

Sneezing.
6. Agitation of the whole body.
.7.
g..
8. Respiration, interrupted by coughing.

Vomittin

9.

Groaning,

The duration of apparent death depends,
dual. Hence children and youngf persons will
endure this state longer than the aged. It also
upon the proportion of vital power in the indivi-

depends upon the influence of external causes
the iattire
which
body is exposed
at

to

the

upon

(ss)
of the element in which the accident happened,
whether it contained a greater or less proportion
of oxygenated or carbonic aci4gas, or caloric;
on the constitution of the bocyv uid those circurnstances which preceded or accompanied
the accident. For instance, if the prson
plunged or fell into the water with his head
foremost: in this case, he probabfy died of
apoplexy, and all assistance will be unavailing;
lastly, whether; at that time he was in a state
of perspiration.
But the latent vital power seems to be much
longer preserved, .where anitation has beea
suspended by cold. A man had been forty..
eight hours in snow, and yet was restored
life, though he expired within an hour after-

to

wards.

We shall next consider the duration of life,

in those children, who are apparently still-born..
they continue in the womb, they poswA
.sess only a small share of vitality, which is

While

by

the living
constantly supplied or reproduced
while itt
Hence,
the
principle of
this state, they may be compared to plants,
which owe the continuance of their vegetation
to the 'soil in which they grow$ As in the
gertx;.

mother.

(36)
germinating vegetable, so likewise in the animal foetus, vitality may for some time be pre-en separated from its parent.
served, even.~
VAN Sw

IIN

relates an instance of a

murdered woman, from whom, by means of
the Caesarean operation, a living child was
extra6led, forty-eight hours after the mother's
death. A number of instances of still-born,
but resuscitated children, proves that their vitality may be long preserved in a latent
state. " The generality of infants, considered
as still-born,"

says OSIANDER, "are

only

apparently so: if, therefore, persons would
persevere in their exertions to revive them,
most of them " might be restored, though
they should not, in all cases, continue alive."
Resuscitation sometimes cannot be effeed in
less than one or two hours close application;
nay, many of the apparently dead do not exhibit symptoms of returning life, till several
hours after the accident, when all hopes of
success had been relinquished.
Vitality is less tenacious in persons apparently drowned, especially if they have lain fox
some time under water.
Among

(37 )
Among more than six hundred fortunate
cases, announced by the Royal Humane
ciety of London, there is only one instance of
successful resuscitation, effeuted on a man who
had remained three quarters of an hour in the
water; but during that space of time he
continued to float on the surface*.
In cases of strangulation, occasioned by a
tight-drawn ligature, as in suspension by hang.ing, the remains of life seem to exist a still
shorter time in this dangerous situation, where
the blood-vessels have been very closely coin.
presse(I. A physician, however, assured the
great BA CON, that he would engage to restore,
by tepid baths and frition, every strangled
subje6t which had not. been suspended longer

So..

had

than half an hour, and whose neck had not

been dislocated by a fall ini cutting him down.
Persons struck by lightning are instantaneously destroyed, and putrefaalion takes place
with incredible celerity.*
forgoing observations, the
According to
scale for the durability of organic life would
be in the following proportion:

the

K on

x , the resuscitation of persons ar'arentdy dead.
1 See BRtANDpt's liSsayon Vitality. htatover, 1795.
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S. Apparently dead by cold.
2. Apparently still-born children.
3. Apparently drowned.

4. Strangled.
5. Struck by lightning.

Beside the operation of these causes, apparent death occasioned by swooning, apoplexy,
hysterics, or torpor, may continue so long,
that its exaat limits cannot possibly be determined. Persons apparently dead, sometimes
awake after an interal of seven days; as was
the case with Lady RUSSELL.
In the female sex, the suspension of vital
power from spasms, fainting fits, &c. originating from a hysterical, feeble constitution, are
not rare; nor is it improbable that the state of
apparent death may be of longer duration
with them: nay, it may be looked upon as a
periodical disorder, in which all susceptibility of
irritation is extinguished. Particular attention
ought to be paid to this circumstance, with respe& to the resuscitative process applied to
appareAtly drowned or suffocated women.
It is, however, really astonishing, that those
cases of apparent death, by which the individual is most endangered, are generally treated
with

( 39 )
with negle&6.
More happy, therefore, are
those persons who suddenly die in their beds,
as some days at least elapse before their interment. The apparently drowned, on the contrary, after a very superficial examination, are
in a few hours consigned to their tomb.
From what has been said, the knowledge of
a criterion, by which we might be able to ascertain whether a person be really dead, or
not, is an obje&6 of the first importance. Now
of all the signs of death, though putrefa&ion
be the most infallible, yet, the symptoms of
the commencement of putrescency, before a
total dissolution of the organic parts has taken
place, are so uncertain that, in many cases, if
we were to rely upon them as infallible,
we might be deceived as to the existence of
latent vitality. The following critical inquiry into the indications of death, will prove
the uncertainty of such symptoms, when taken
singly; though it cannot be denied, that when
their connexion and adventitious circumstances
be duly attended to, they are worthy of at.tetion.

Sins
I.

C'essation

f Deatht.

of the pulse.-W hen, in conse.-

juence of a deprivation of its irritability,
the heart ceases to move, pulsation is no
longer perceptible. It is, however; difficult,
as MIETZGER observes, to distinguish it from
that state in which the heart, from a want of
energy, is unable to manifest its contra6hions,
or pulsations.
2.

Z

cessation of breathing.--

We

are not

possessed of criteria, to ascertain whether rea.
spiration

has

really ceased.

The placing of a

feather or a looking glass before the mouth, is
entirely useless; for a mirror

of

may be deprived

its brightnesxs by the evaporations of effluvia
from a body, in the first stage of putrescence.
*On the signs''of death, vid : Dissertation sur 1'incertitude
des signes de la smort, et T'abus des enterrements and em.haumements precipitcs ; par J. J.
U is R, I Paris, 1749.

W N SL oW.
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'CjE

An mortis incerta signa minus incerta a chirur..

gicis quam ab aliis experimentis. Paris, 174.--Louisa. Lettres
our ia certitude des signes de la snort, AsParis, 178Z.-CAM R.
fA de signis- nortis diagnost. "Tubing. 1785 ; also ins

g

Y RAN

xKu

GEE1

-HuFFLArND,

CS5EL,

Opp. VOL p.i1o-.

andHIkLzs

i.

STeLL,

As also BZ R ENDS3, MEXT ZPLIATZ,

CaavZ,

ANs-
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(41,)

3. Loss ofanimalheat.-The surface of the
body may, to a certain degree, be cold, as is
observable in cases of suspended animation, by
frost; and yet internal warmth and vitality
may not be extinguished.
the -contrary,
persons killed by apoplexy, will long retain
their natural warmth.
4. Rigidity of the body, and ingexibility o/ the
limbs.--It is not. easy to distinguish, whether
this inflexibility be owing to spasms, or a real
torpor, the concomitant of death.
limbs
of persons, killed by lightning, or dying of
putrid diseases, have been found pliant even aa
hour after their dissolution.
5. Relaxation 9/the lower jaw.
6. Inability
eye-balls to return
their
sockets, when laterally moved by the pressure of the finger.
7. Dimness, faintness, and sinking 9/the car.

On

The

ofthe

nea. Dr.
cornea

Co.Ev E

has

continued

to

often remnarked, that the

transparent"

and, perfe~ily

convex for three days together, particularly
when the surrounding atmosphere. was mode-.
rately cold.-The before-mentioned symptomu
of death, however, has always been considersd
the

znost

infallible.
E3n

V

e

Foam
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8. Foam in the ca-vity of the roith, is rather
to be considered as the last exertion of nature,
than a sign of adlual dissolution.
9. Blke spots of various sizes, and on differ
ent parts of the body, particularly on the back,
where th skin has suffered most from prese
sure, are called death-spots, and are generally
certain signs of dissolution; hut they
deer
the physician. Scorbutic are
often
also, by yourngy p raitioners frequently mistaken fdr eath-spots.
These livid spots are likewise observable in
conseVut4-id and other diseases, an are
quence of long confinement to
beds
10. A cadv'erors smell is one of the most
uncrtaih sigbs, as it has sometimes been ob.

-ed

:mislad

the

a sick

served,

b

-patiernts

and

-has11continued

etei

while they, were in a state -of convalescence.
C'REVE coinfrms this remark, by some

-Dr.

very remarkable observations which he made
on hims~1f.
1 x. Ire ensibi ity to st#imulants.--T he- most
cruel experiments have been made on persons
afpparently dead ; yet, even the application of
did not rouse6 then, till tht
a red-hot
period

iron
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period of apparent death had terminated. The
same has been observable in cases of torpor.
All these, and other supposed symptoms of
death, are far from being conclusive, and may
take place in persons apparently dead, as in
subjes really lifeless. One external and in.
dubitable sign of certain death, is putrefa&ion.
Many circumstances, however, may occur,
which will not permit us to wait for the manifestation of putrescence.
When epidemic diseases, particularly those
of the putrid kind, extend their malignance
with such rapidity that the number of dead
bodies is daily increasing, people are of-.
ten unable to retain them long in their
habitations; and there are but few houses in
Germany, for the reception of the dead. In
such cases, nothing is more desirable, than a
criterion to ascertain the real signs of conmmencing putrescence. Neither the cadaver.
ous smell, nor the livid spots, are to be depended upon. In many cases, we are not
certain of true putrefadion, till the fetid animal gas, emitted by the body, becomes dangerous to the attendants. It is possible, however,
to ascertain death, without the appearance of
putresw

(44)
putrescency; by investigating the previous
state of the subje6, together with the peculiar
circumstances which preceded its dissolution;
constitution, age, and sex; the treatme~t after
expiration; and the fruitless attempts at resuscitation." The corpse ought likewise to bo
examined, and its appearance compared with
the before-mentioned signs of dissolution. It
is farther observable, that in persons killed by
lightning, and those who died of putrid diseases, the incontestible symptoms of putrefaction will make their appearance much sooner
than in others.
As some time elapses, before the destrulion
of the organic parts becomes perceptible, the
medical art is much indebted to Dr. CREVE,
who first applied animal ele&ricity for the
discovery of real death*. It is now no longer
a matter of doubt, or question, with rational
physicians, that all vitality must have left a
body, iii which no animalele&ricity, or rather,
no irritability of the muscular fibres can be
produced; and that no vitality can exist where
this most effeaual test of muscular irritability
* See Ga
No. I.

a'a Journal of

Natural Philosophy, vol.

1.

disco.
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discovers no anion in the system. At the
same time, it is doubtful whether susceptibility
of all irritation, the metallic one not excepted,
may not entirely forsake one part of the body,
or be liable to a temporary
Dr.

suspension?

CREVE asserts,

that in many muscles he some.

times was unable to excite the smallest convulsion by animal eleatricity; he therefore re=
commends the successive application of it
.different parts.
If Galvanic experiments
could be made with persons in a state qf
spasmodic torpor, much light might be thrown
upon this subjet.
Dr. CREvE's experiment is too remarkable
not to be
but I shall previously
make a few observations on GALVANi'S dis-

in

mentioned*;

covery of animal eleuricity ; and refer the
reader to the writings of VOLTA, VALL!,
SCHMUJCKER, PEAFF, H [MLY, and CREVE.
GALVANI,

Professor of the University of

.Bologna, discovered by experiments made with
different animals, that when any nerve of an ani.
mial recently killed, was covered with a metallic plate, as for instance, with very thin
*Vain

Metalireize, ehtlemn reuen uritruiglichen Priifungsitt

edes wahren Todcs von C. C. C

&v

r, 1796.

dlates.
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plates of tin, and the muscular flesh, in which
the nerve terminates, was laid bare, violent convulsions of the muscles and motions of the limbs
will take place, as soon as the denuded limb
is covered with the metallic (armed) nerve, or
brought in conta6t with it by any (metallic)
body whatever. In cold-blooded animals, this
phenomenon is often observable for more than
two hours after they are killed; in those with
warmer blood, on the contrary, it ceases in a
quarter of hour after their death.
Dr. CRE VE, in his experiments on ani-

mal ele6tricity, or, as he called it, metallic irri.
tation, which he proposed as a criterion of certain death, invented an instrument formed like
a bow, both ends of ,which were furnished
with two round plates. This apparatus is
composed of two parts, made of different metals; one half of solid zinc, the other of pure
silver; or gold and zinc; or lead, tin, and
gold. It is, however, requisite, that the proportion of the first metal should be less thain
the other combined with it. Thus, the weight
and size of that made of zinc ought to be less
than the opposite one of gold. The plates are
only screwed on the bow, the greatest part of
whioh

(47
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which consists of silver. If such an instru.
ment cannot be procured, he recommends the
substitution of a small piece of tin or lead, and
a silver coin of moderate size. Any part of
the body may be chosen for these experiments,
but the most proper is the upper part of the
arm. Care should be taken, that the skin be
not gangrenous or unsound in that part where
the incision is made.
In cases where the subje& has been affeled
by intense cold, the limbs ought previously to
be made flexible by the application of warmth.
The before-mentioned experiment, therefore,
ought to be resorted to only when long continued endeavours to restore animation have
proved ineffe&ual.
The muscles are to be disencumbered of all
fat, and likewise, as far as is praaicable, of all
cellular texture. The blood is to be washed
away by a sponge soaked in water.
After this operation, the muscle should, in
a slight degree, be extended, by stretching the
arm. The muscular fibres ought to be clearly
exposed, and the skin expanded, in order to
keep the lips of the wound duly separated.
The
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The instrument before described must nqw
be held in the centre of the curvature, and both
its flat plates brought into perfect conta& with
the bare muscular fibres. Attention must also
be paid to the fibres themselves, which, if
irritability remain, will, in the moment of
conta6l, be contraded and twisted as if by
cramps, or they will exhibit convulsive motions, all which cease when the instrument is
removed, but recommence on repeating the same
process. If all irritability be destroyed, no motion whatever will appear.
The author of this work has successively
repeated these important experiments, both on
men and animals; and though they were tried
under different circumstances, and in various
ways, yet the result always proved the same.
Another diagnostic criterion of apparent
death, was supposed to be discovered in elearicity. While the least portion of vitality continues in the muscles of the heart, they will
certainly conra&, when the ele6ric fluid
pervades them; but if, on giving a few
moderate shocks, no motion be perceptible
in the extremities of the person, the continuance
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tinuance of other experiments is likely to prove
unavailing.
Elearicity, however, fuinishes us with no
infallible criterion; for in persons apparently
dead, the most powerful elearic fluid will
sometimes only pervade the skin and fat, and
consequently will not reach the nerves of the
muscle, nor the muscular substance: hence,
no excitation of irritability nor muscular motion will ensue. Besides, it would be dan
gerous, to give the heart such violent ele&rical
shocks as would ascertain the existence of vitality; for the irritability of the muscular fibres
might thus be destroyed. Some very considerable contrations of the heart will sometimes ensue, but they cannot be of long duration, nor will it be in our power to excite a
repetition of such motions.
It is not improbable, that we may soon
derive, firom new and successful experiments in chemistry, an infallible criterion of
certain death, or the means of discovering the
earliest stage of putrefa&ion. The latter desideratumn might be attained by a chemical
test for distinguishing cadaverous gas from any
r

other

( so )
other animal effluvia; by pointing out a method to colled6 this gas; suppose by a tube applied to the mouth of the subjed, without being
aecessitated to wait for the perceptible marks
of putrescency, which commences in the internal parts, long before it is obvious from its
external symptoms.

IV. On apparent Vital Extin lion, occasioned
by sudden Accidents.
The following observations, which I venture to communicate to the reader, are far
from being perfe&d and conclusive; but from
that inattention to symptoms, which is but too
common during the resuscitative process, practical remarks are but rarely to be found in
the reports of unfortunate accidents; and therefore I hope this deficiency will plead my excuse. Besides, my design in publishing them
merely is, to rouse the more skilful physicians, that they may persevere in their ob.
servations, and occasionally colle2 the ingenious

(
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genious remarks of others, on a subje& which
requires the greatest attention*.
I.

.Draowned.

External signs of apparent death by drownzi g.
i. Coldness; extreme paleness of the whole

body; livid lips; the mouth, either open or
firmly closed; the tongue blue, swelled and protruded; the cavity of the mouth covered with
filth; the eye-lids closed, the eyes turned and
the pupils dilated; the jaws contraaed; the face
swelled and blue; the abdomen inflated, and
bard.-Signsof retrninganimation:convulsions
of the muscles of the face or feet; motion of the
eye-lids; a spasmodic shivering of the body.

IT.

Suffocation by the Cord.

External signs.-The

appearance is some,~

what similar to that .of persons drowned ; the
face very much bloated, distorted, and of a
SI think it unnecessary to repeat the general and well-known
signs of apparent death, and shall therefore colle&t only the

most striking, external marks of the different kinds of apptrenit
same shall be observed with respeft to
vital extin~tion.
tke signs of Iife.

The

4ark

(
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dark red hue, in consequence of the extravasation of the blood; the eyes are inflated and
prominent, a bloody frotgT at the mouth; the
vessels of the face and neck are distended; and
in all cases degiutition is impeded.
III. Animation suspcndcd,from
Cold.

of

an

intense degrrge

External sign.-1?ersons who have thus
been deprived of life, will retain the position.
in which they were, when the fatal accident
happened; they arc commonly found leaning
against a tree, or sitting; and manifest the
highest degree of coldness; inflexibility of the
the teeth are closed; froth issuing

limbs;

the mouth ; insensibility of

irritation;

from

partial

inortifications in the extremities, which, some4
times drop from the body.
IV.

Suffocation by

M;ifei

Vapours.

~External appearances.-Head, face and neck
swelled ;

-eyes

propelled from their

sockets; the

tongue protruded, and inclined to one side ,of
appearance of
the mouth ;, insensibility ;
pro..

tht

a
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profotund sleep; the jaws firmly dosed; the
face livid; lips of a dark blue colour; and
the abdomen inflated.- Signs of returning
lfe : foaming at the mouth; shivering of the
whole body, particularly after being sprinkled
,with
water.

,old

V. Lightning.
External signs.-In general, no particular
injury is observable. Red streaks, however,
appear on different parts of the body;
cially on the chest and arms, in which a
ing sensation is experienced after recovery*.

espe

burn-

VI. Still-born Infants.

of

,Externalsigns.--a. In cases apoplexy, occasioned by the accumulation of blood in the
cavity of the head; by a privation of

air;

or

*A flash of lightning having struck a woman, her breasts
immediately became marked with -streaks and figures, similar
to those which are seen in winter, on windows covered with
congelations; er rather, as they appear upon an eleatrified pitchserpentine
cake, when colophony is scattered over it.
and gig-zag streaks were blood-red.
of Dr. Kw Eaz x., on midwifery.
1 ee the excellent

The

work

Fn
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by impeded extension of the lungs. Its symp,
toms are, a red, swollen face, prominent eves,
large rblue spots upon the skin; frequently a
degree of warmth, and a pulsation of the arteries at the navel-string, are observable.
b. In cases of syncope: face pale and cheeks
hollow; lips blue; limbs relaxed and flaccid.
Symptoms ofreturning vitality :-a slight motion of the under jaw; contra6bon of the muscles of the face; mucus, untinged with blood,
issuing from the nose, during the introduaion
of air into the lungs.,
Symptoms of death :-though on the
uncertain,--there is no pulsation of the navelstring; a discharge of the meconium; flaccid
limbs, especially when the infant is born
its head foremost, and the waters are of
greenish hue.

whole

with

a

V. General
tio2

Principles, relative to the resuscita~.
of persons apparently dead.

Resuscitation 'is accomplished, by. exciting

removing

suppressed vitality ; or by
the obstacles
which prevented the latent vital power
F

fromi

exert-
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exerting its influence on the system. Our
succcss frequently depends upon a proper notion of vitality and its modifications, as before
mentioned; namely, irritability and suscepti.
bility of irritation. During this process we
ought anxiously to attend to the symptoms of
returning animation, and proceel as circum.
stances may require. We accordingly proInotex. The susceptibility of irritation, which is
reproduced by removing the different obstacles. Thus we take the drowned out of the
water, undress and dry them, cleanse their
"mouths froin froth and filth, and place them
in a proper position ;-we cut the cord of those
suspended, &c.
2. The application of a proper method.-The
inanimate body should be placed in a temperature, where the latent vital power may again
become aalive, or susceptible of irritation.
Hience,t
will often return without the
application of any other stimulus. A gradual
transition from apparent death to perfect life,
is not to
effeaed by precipitately resorting,
to extremes, but by gently cherishing the vital
power,. Effel ual assistance can
afordedl
only

life

be

be
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only by slow degrees and an incessant attention to the signs of returning animation. No.
thing is, therefore, more pernicious than a
sudden transition to air of a different temperature. A person benumbed by cold, would inevitably expire, if immediately brought near
a fire.
To restore the susceptibility of irritation,
nothing more is required than to assist its
gradual evolution. Hence, the good effets
resulting from rest, and a cautious moderate
proceeding, are obvious; nay, such measures
are necessary for reviving the spirits, and restoring the strength of the subjea.
Generally speaking, the want of success
in many attempts to effeCt re-animation, must
he attributed to a hasty and officious assistance.
No time is left to Nature for her
own exertions.
All, it is imagined, must
be effe6ted by a violent compulsory treatment.
The operators often forget, that they are
treating an organized body; and that all the
success they can expea from their applicatiots, principally depends upon vital a6tion,
which, by violent treatment, is too often deprived of all its energy. During the whole of
the
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the process, persons apparently dead, -should
be regarded as if dangerously wounded.
It frequently happens that the first treatnent of the apparently dead, renders the succeeding applications totally ineffe'ual.
A
person drowned, is either dragged out of the
water by the legs, or dangerously lacerated by
hooks employed on such occasions. Another,
who has suffered by cold, is generally rubbed
in a violent manner; and there have been instances, of the jaw-bones of the unhappy sufferer being fraatured by this treatment.
The first treatment, in cases of suspended
animation, should be dirpcted to excite a surceptibility of stimuli; and next, for restoring
susceptibility itself. The first part of the
treatment is negative; the second positive, inasmuch as real means of resuscitation are employed, namely, those of air and warmth:
their temperature ought to correspond exaacly
with that of the body. The perso n who has
suffered by intense cold, is treated in the open
air, or in a cold room; the drowned should
be removed to a room which is moderately
warm, placed in a tepid bath, &c. For those
who have suffered by cold, the snow-bath, or
ice.-
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ice-cold water constitutes the first degree of
warmth.
Before any susceptibility of irritation be
manifest, no stimulahits ought to be administered; for they would be inefficacious, be.
the body is not susceptible of them
nay, they would injure it, by forcibly
ling the blood to the heart, and thus destroying its irritability. Hence the detrimental consequences of violent fri6lion, in the beginning
of the process,
be evident.
2. estoration of irritability:this is effected
by a proper'application of stimulants.
Stimuli can only be applied,
there re.
mains a susceptibility of irritation. Symptoms
of this, as well as the first indications of irrita-

cause

propel-

must

when

bility, require the utmost, attention; and as tle

former may often exist without manifesting
itself by perceptible signs, our utmost endea..
vours
excite it, will in all cases be abso-.
lutely necessary. Many a person apparently
dead by drowning, cold, or .suffocation, has
without medical assistbeen restored to
a moderate
ance, only by being exposed

to

life

warmth, and left

a

to

to

Nature alone.

I

am coil-

vinced, that in high degree. of asphyxia, such
a pro..
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a proceeding would not be sufficient, but in
those cases resuscitation may, perhaps, be effe6&ed by the art of the physician, and a cautious application of stimuli.
The manifest criteria of susceptibility determine the degree and nature of those stimuli,
by which returning vital a6ion must be
supported. There are, however, cases, in
which, though susceptibility may really exist,
no traces of it are perceptible ;if, therefore, exciting means be tried for some time, if the
no
drowned be moderately warmed, and stil
signs of this susceptibility, such as warmth,
contra6tion of the heart, &c. appear, yet the
judicious' ipplication of stimulating means
should not be negle&ted.
But, from the preceding observations, it
ought not to be inferred, that the method of exciting susceptibility should always first be applied for a certain length of time, and stimulants afterwards administered, without continuing the former process. Such a proceeding
would be erroneQus, inasmuch as the method
of exciting and supporting the susceptibility,
for instance, the warming of the body, should
be continued without intermission; while at
the
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the same time stimulants must be administered
as circumstances may require. By this judiciots application of stimuli, they will be of
double advantage: by both exciting and promoting the susceptibility of irritation.
Advantages so essential, should induce us
to be particularly.careful in the choice and
application of stimulants, and not to administer
such as are too powerful, which would indeed
excite irritability in a violent degree, but at
the same time suppress the susceptibility of
irritation, Thus powerful ele&rical shocks
through the heart, excite violent motions of
that organ; but as this stimulant is destru&ive
of the feeble irritability remaining in the system, the pulsations will soon cease, nor can
they again be excited. Hence, during the
application of stimulants, great attention ought
to be paid to the different degrees of irritability; and it is also deserving attention, that in
the beginning of the process, when the susceptibility of irritation is but slight, violent stimulants are pernicious, as they tend to suppress
the latent sparks of life.
The different degrees of susceptibility of
irritation, are equal to the ability of bearing
the

( 6 )
the application of stimulants. Hence, when
the susceptibility of irritation is feeble, gentle
Such
stimulants only must be administered.
stimuli, therefore, ought to be gradually applied; and when the first degree of susceptibility is excited by the operation of those of
a milder nature, the more powerful may then
be administered.
The constitution of the individual apparently dead is, however, a point which deserves great consideration; as irritable, weak,
and strong habits, and such as are vigorous,
but insensible of stimuli, require very different
modes of treatment. The latter can be affe6led only by the stronger stimulants. Attention is also to be paid to the age of the subje6a, whether it be a child, a vigorous youth,
a man, or a person advanced in years.
As this idea of the susceptibility of irritation
can only be relative, it would be fruitless to
establish rules, suitable to every case. These
must therefore be determined by the judgment of the physician; a talent which neither
HIPPOCRATES nor GALEN could ever impart by their writings.

liWhe,

(
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the

When,

by a proper treatment,
susceptibility of irritation has been evolved, and irritability excited, by a cautious application of
stimulants, the indications of existing vitality
become obvious. The patient slightly moves
his eye-lids; the muscles of his face begin to
recover their a6tion; he vomits; and at length
begins to respire. Our chief attention should
now be direted to
3. The Preservation of

the Vital Power.

This comprehends the treatment of the
subje l, as well during his recovery, as after
he is perfe~tly restored to life.
i.

Treatment

during

recovery :-On witness-

ing the joyful signs of returning life, we should
cautiodsly avoid all tumultuous and eager con-

du&,

and

unremittingly attend to the feeble

state of vitality. The principal points of this
treatment are:
A moderate, but not too rapid, continuance
of the remedies for exciting and preserving the
susceptibility of irritation. Particular attention ought to be paid to the continuance of the
fst part of the resuscitative process, namely,
the
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the warming of the patient, the proper tem.perature of the air, &4c.
2.

kepose-It is

necessary,

particularly

when signs of returning animation are manifest, to allow the patient time for repose, by
desisting from the application of
Short pauses should be made, in order to ob
serve the operation of the remedies employed,
and aid the efforts of Nature.
There is
nothing which impedes the progress of vitality
in a greater degree, than a long continued
and precipitate manner of conduting the resuscitative process, or the successive administration of different remedies, without
the
ing the various degrees of vital alion,
effe~t produced by restoratives.

stimulants.

observ-

and

2. Tr-eatmnent after

the Patient has peifefil

recovered. At this period, also, the precautions before stated, should be kept view. A

i

hot regimen, the too liberal use of corroborants,
particularly wile and brandy, excess inl eating, taking cold, violent passions, negle~l of
iblood-letting

when necessary,

or other evacua-

tions, or the omission of proper corroborants,
are sufficient to prove fatal to a person just
zestured to life..
n

G2

Besides,
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Besides, quiet and undisturbed sleep is here
of essential service,

VI. General Survey

of the Resuscitative Process.

A. Method of exciting the susceptibility of
irritation, or thefirst kreatment.
i. Negative method, for the removal of whatever has been the cause of apparent death,
or tends to-impede the resuscitative process,
a. In this method are comprehended all the
institutions for rescuing those apparently dead
from danger; for instance, the discovery of
the drowned, and precautions for securing
them from farther injury.
b, The removal of whatever might prove.an obstacle resuscitation. Per-sons who have
bccn strangled, should be gently taken down,

to

*Ina Dr. BA L D tN G E C
Medical Mazgazine, Vol. iii.
following curious anecdote: A -student
No. 3, is contained
of a certain university being drowned, an unsuccessful search

the

was made for the body.

A man

who was passing by,

loaf;

advised

to scoop out part of
his young friends to procure a large
the crumb, and fall the cavity with quick-silver; heF thena
the cur.
sltre~ted them to throw this 9 uick-silver pye,
rent, and averred, that it would be stationary at the place

upon

where the drowned was lying.
31and u4ly found diet body.

They foalowed his

advice,
an4
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without

and the cord cut
deay; and in all
cases, the loosening of tight clothes, and parti
cularly the cleansing of th& mouth and nose;
should not be deferred fora moment. The
mucus is to be removed from the mouth axA
fauces as soon as possible for otherwise the
air cannot
access to the
and respration will never be restored.
It is to be regr~etted, that we are not in possession of instruments adapted to this urp's; as by such aid,
the process of resuscitation might be considerably facilitated.
2. Negative means for restoring the suscep
tibili ty of irritation. Under this head; are
chiefly included air and warmth.
.fAr.
The quality of the air into which the
body should be removed, both with' regard t
temperature and purity, is a matter, of the first
importance. The pernicious effe& -of overheated rooms, in such cases, is well known.
The temperature of the surrounding atmos,phere ought to correspond with that of the
body, and may easily be discovered by a ther-.
mnonmeter. Persons who have suffered fronm
intense cold, should be treated in cold air; stillborn children, on the contrary, require a degree

have

lungs,

G03

of

( 66

were

accustomed to
of warmth, such as they
in tile womb',.
Air saturated with carbonic
acid gas, and sensibly vitiated by the breath of
crowds, must necessarily have a perniciouS
effed on the lungs of those apparently dead.
Our chief care, therefore, ought to be, to convey them into a purer atmosphere; for it is by
no means to be considered as a matter of indifference, what kind of air first affeds the
lungs. The assembage of curious people is
likewise to be prevented, and the air of the
apartment should be kept as pure as possible,
by openi'ng the windows. Steam of vinegar
is, a very good correive of vitiated air. Fumigations with different sorts of powder, will
occasion , an agreeable odour, but they ate apt
tie brain.

to affe

The evaporation of vine-

gar, by pouring it upon red-hot iron, or stones,
is produdtive of carbonic acid gas, and conse-.
+quentlydetrimental.
should be in the possession of a superior
remedy against apparent death, if we could, by a

We

,cheap

process,

fill the apartment which contains

the subjea, with oxygen gas. Jts salutary ef-.
fe~thave been sufficiently proved by the experiACHARD. The latter
mients of I-1NtRi.
revived

and
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revived small animals, which had been exposed
to the influence of several pernicious kinds of
air till they appeared to be dead, by placing
them in a vessel filled with pure air. The
common atmospheric air was insufficient for
their recovery, but oxygen gas proved very
efficacious.

VAN MAARUM has discovered a

mode of obtaining this gas, by a cheap and
expeditious process.
It would, however, be of great efficacy, to
condu6 the vital, oxygenated gas, by a proper
apparatus, from the vessel to the lungs, which
ought, previously, to be freed from mucus.
This method would, in many cases, be preferable to that of blowing into them oxygen
gas, which is too stimulant, and may therefore
prove injurious.
IJVarmth ; or the external application of heat,
in order to excite the susceptibility of stimuli.
External heat promotes the expansion of the
internal natural warmth, and is applied inthe
same proportion as the latter.
Warmth is the first requisite for excite-..
ment of vitality: by it alone, without any other
stimulant, persons apparently dead have been
restored to life, of which, particularly with regard
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gard to drowned subje6ts, very remarkable instances have occurred. I shall here only
inention one. In- the .year 9o a soldier
plunged, quite naked, from a window of
the military hospital at Strasburg, into the
Rhine., In the afternoon he was missed, and
on searching the river, was found, after he had

lain about half an hour under water. He appearied completely lifeless, was laid- in a
warmed bed, with his head upright, the arms
placed at both sides, and the legs stretched together; warm cloths were likewise applied to
his body, particularly to the region of the
stomach and his legs. In about seven or eight
minutes, a slight motion of the upper eye-lids
was manifest, and he soon afterwards opened
his mouth, which before had been firmly
closed, some froth issued from it, and the patient was now able to swallow a few spoonfuls
of wine. After this, the pulse returned, and
in a short time he could speak.
A chief cause of the want of success in the
resuscitative process, is the negle6t of warm.
ing the subjeE~ apparently drowned. The
same observation applies to still-born children.
Warmth should be administered in proportion
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tion to the temperature of the body, and therefore only by slow degrees. For those who
have perished by cold, a low degree of warmth,
somewhat exceeding that in which they became benumbed, is a sufficient stimulant. According to KITE, external warmth should
exceed the temperature of the body only by a
few degrees, and be gradually augmented, in
proportion to the increase of natural warmth.
A too violent degree of warmth, especially
when applied in the beginning of the resuscitative process, will destroy irritability.
There are many methods of producing
warmth, some of which I shall here communicate. One good consequence of this diversity is, that we can adopt different plans, according to particular circumstances.
First degree of Jarmth.
t. The ice-cold bath, for people who have
suffered either from cold, or by being drowned
in winter. It may, likewise, be used in cases
of apparent death by suffocation from mephitic
air, and it is applied by the Russians, with
great success,
2. Cover-

(70
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).

.Covering withsnow.

Exerience has

tanaht us, that the lives of persons overcome by
intense cold, have been preserved for many (lays
under snow. And this simple method has, like
w.vise, proved effeedlual incases of suffocation
Lrom pernicious vapours. In Russia, persons
suffocated byv the smioke of charcoal, are buried
as "soon as possible in
snow, and the whol
hody, particularly t- , region of the stomach
and the temples, are rubbed with it, while cold
water or"milk is poured into the mouth. The
fri~tion must be continued till the bluish hue
of thle skin is changed into the natural ca
Jour. Those suffocated by coals, are generally
found to be warmer irmediatey before, than
they are at the moment of their recovery.
3. The earth-bath is not only useful for
persons struck by lighitning, but mnay also be
beneficially applied in other cases of apparent
death. Its efficacy is partly. owing to the pro..
portionate warmth, and partly to the. invigorat-.

the

ing vapours of the earth, which are very

tary in affealions of the lungs.B

halations

Qf

h

sal;.,
x

emitted from tilled earth, .impeded

respiration, nay, the most tormenting symptomis
pu~lmonary consumption, (have often been
aue-

(7f)

~leviated.

Hence, astrong presumptio
arises, that this remedy may also produce the
beneficial effeat on the lungs of
apparently dead.

most$

those

a. In cases of sufocationfrom mephitic 'air.

It is a common praahce aiong miners, when

one of their companions is suffocated by mephiric air, and drops down lifeless, to bury him
in the ground to his neck, and at the same
time sprinkle his face with cold water. This
remedy might also be applied to persons suffocated by the vapours of charcoal.
b. In cases of suspended animationfRom cold.
in very frosty weather, it were pra6ticable
to dig the ground, the earthbath would afford
an'excelletnt and novel'process for the resusc

If,

tation

There

of those apparently destroyed by cold.
are, indeed, circumnstances, which fe-.
render it

quently

praalicable.

The

Hollowing

,anecdote on this subjeat deserves 'attention..
-A beggar arrived very late

frozen

to

'-serving

a~t
nighit,y and almdst

death, at a German village; and

the school-house

open, hbe

'resolved

obto

*Lord BA c oN attests the salutary effeds experienced by'
£qns1Jnpt P
prs ss f ollowinga
pkouh, ana.
vapours Arising from the new tilled gtebe.

y

the.

inspiring th

sleep
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sleep there. The next morning, the schoolboys found the poor man sitting motionless in
the room, and hastened, affrighted, to inform
the school-master of what they had seen. The
villagers, supposing the beggar to be dead, interred him in the evening. During the night,
the watchman heard a knocking in the grave,
accompanied by lamentations; he gave information to the bailiff of the village, who
declined to listen to his tale. Soon afterwards
the watchman returned to the grave, and again
heard a hollow noise, interrupted by sighs.
He once more hastened to the magistrate, earnestly soliciting him to cause the grave to be
opened; but the latter, being irresolute, delayed
this measure till the next morning; when he
applied to the sheriff, who lived at a distance
from the village, in order to obtain the necessary dire6ions. He was, however, obliged to
wait some time before an interview took place.
more judicious sheriff severely censured
*The
the magistrate, for not having opened the grave
on the information of the watchman, and desired hin to return and cause it to be opened
without delay. On his arrival, the grave was
immediately opened; but, just Heaven! what
a sight !

(73)
a sight! the poor wrctched man, after having
recovered life in the grave, had expired
desperation.
want of air. In his anguish
hie had torn the flesh from his arms. All the
spe6tators were struck with horror at this
dreadful scene.
4. The wrapping up in blankets, cloths,
and straw. To persons benumbed with cold,
the two first mentioned, however, should not
in the beginning be applied in a hot state.

for

ard

.

The warmth of solar heat.

Second degree of W~armth
Means of warming the whole body.
I. The wrapping up in warm clothes,
beds artificially warmed.
2. The warm bath, which is peculiarly cal-.
culated to communicate an uniform warmth to
the whole body. I have seen many cases iii
which this remedy alone effeated resuscitation.
The temperature of the water is to be deter..

and

mined by that of the body, and to
gradually inicreased.

be

very

3. The dt y bath; namely, covering the body
clean sand, warmned over
withx wairm ashes,
the
U

or
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the fire. In most of the direfions pubished
on this subje~t, it is advised to make this application ; even after some hours, when all
other means have proved inefFe6tual. This
simple process is, however, more useful in the
beginning, to excite a susceptibility of stimuli.
4. The warmth ofthehuman body. Two
persons place themselves in bed by the sides
of the drowned, or one who has suffered by
cold,, and thus endeavour to commumcate
warmth.
5. The warmth of animals. Still-born chil41ren have sometimes been restored to life by
placing them in the bellies of hogs
cattle
recently killed. This remedy might be resorted to for re-animating drowned children;

or

HFACL
r

S

cured himself of a dropsy, by

submitting to be put into the warm belly
recently killed

bullock*. This

of

a

is an excel-

lent method of imparting warmth to the body;,
and much

be recommended

to

for the recovery

of persons apparently dead.
Means of
tgs

imparting

of the body. We
*

Taco de

warmth to

particdlar

should especially, en-

Vita et Morte, p. 369#

deavour
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deavour to warm the back and the pit of t
stomach.
I. Flat tiles wrapped up in warm cloths,
are to be applied to different parts of the body.
2. A warming pan wrapped up in flannel,
is to be moved slowly up and down along the
spine.
A bladder filled with warm water, is
put over the pit of the stomach.
4. Warmed cloths are placed on the same
region.
Poultices; and cloths soaked in warns
brandy or wine.
6. The crumb of loaves as they come from
the oven, may likewise be placed on the pit of
the stomach.

3.

5.

7. Small animals, recently killed, applied

to

the upper part of the abdomen.

Preservationof

Warmth.

It is- of particular consequence, to preserve
the- warmth
the body, and thus also the
susceptibility of irritation. The warming o
the body should be continued during the whole
resuscitative process, and the poultices,' and

of

H

2

formen-
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fomeintations, often renewed. A method which
deserves to be greatly recommended, is to
place the patient in a bed which has been
previously warmed, and kept in this state
by warming-pans filled with hot-water and
:wrapped up in flannel. Warmth is likewise
preserved by gentle fri6ion of the body.
of restoring the susceptibility of stimuli.
b. The proper use of stimulants, has been
pointed out in the preceding chapter; but it
cannot be too often repeated, that in the appli.
cation of them, we ought to consider that state
of irritation, of which the patient is susceptible.
As it has been proved, that when the vital
power, though present, is in a latent state,
stimulants may become totally ineffe6tual, we
never can be certain, that a body is entirely
lifeless. Even the application of red-hot iron
may for some time be unable to excite irritability.
By proper attention to that susceptibility,
we are also enabled to determine the degree of
the stimulants to be applied; a matter of great
consequence on such occasions. Sometimes,
~whe signs of returning life have been observed,

.leans
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served, the best hopes have been frustrated
improper treatm i, especially by. the appli.
cation of too pov&'erful stimulants,
in general, it maay be considered as a rule,
first to administer gentle stinalants, and gra.
dually apply such as are more potent. In cases
of apparent death, the violence of stimulants is
of less consequence, than the manner of their
aCIion, compared with the susceptibility of the
individual. Many constiutions are aife6ted
by very gentle stimulants, while &hers cannot
be excited by those of the strongest kind. In
hysterical affeations of women, burnt feathers
may, sometimes, produce a powerful effete.
Regard should therefore be paid to the predo.
minant inclinations of the patient. Thus,
been roused by the power
lovers of -music
of harmony ; others have been restored
of a partishouting into their ears the
of
peculiarity
cases,
such
cular friend.
constitution, temperament, and mental dispo.

have

In

cition,

name

by

require to be accurately investigated,

and. compared with the nature and state of the
nervous system., and the particular irritability
of different parts of the body. As it is known
that the region of the pit of the stomach is cx-
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quisitely sensible, we should particularly apply
to that part, the means of warming and stimulating the system. The intestinal canal is
likewise susceptible of a considerable degree
of irritability.
Before I enumerate the different stimulants,
I shall treat of the use of frifion, which ought
-to be pra(Eised with great precaution. In the
beginning of the resuscitative process, wo
should particularly avoid violent frifion; because, by this operation, the blood will be determined to the heart and lungs, from all parts
of the body, and the remaining spark of
vitality may thus be easily extinguished. The
consequences of friction, being of such im-portance, an inquiry into the cases, and the
different dcgrees of its application, will not be
deemed
t .

Let us consider:

superfluous.

The state

of

susceptibilty of

irritation---.

Above all things, the means of exciting this

susceptibility

During this

ought to be carefully applied.

process,

-particularly

when signs

oif susceptibility are discoverable, we may pro'teed to frii~on, which, however, should zt

first be very moderate.

COLE-
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COLEMAN, by his experiments made with
drowned animals, demonstrated the pernicious
effeas of improper frialon. He justly observes, that as the right ventricle of the heart
is naturally overcharged with blood, which
would be increased by friLtion, it ought not to
be attempted till the pulsation of the heart be
perceptible.
2.

The particularstate of persons apparently

d4ead, also deserves attention; and whether the
susceptibility of irritation appear soon or
in either case, friction will promote anima-

late:

tion. Thus, in cases of apparent death by
cold, it will be proper, soon after the application of snow,. or the cold-bath, to proceed to
fri~lion, as the best promoter of internal

warmth : in cases of drowning, however, it
should be applied at a later period.
Frietlion may be usefully combined with
other stimulants, and even supported by them :
&c., all
such are the shower-bath, elec
of which, for the sake of greater, accuracy,
shall divide into two classes.

.ricity,

a. Gentle

( 8o )
a. Gentle Stimulants.

?.

Odorous substances.---Spirit of wine,

-vinegar, bruised garlick, or burnt feathers,
applied to the nostrils, are very proper remedies, both in cases of asphyxia, and of stillborn infants I cannot avoid giving an admonition against the use of strong sternutatories, as
for instance, spirit of sal ammoniac, hellebore,
&c. The sense of smelling should not be too
powerfully affe6led; because these stimuli are
immediately communicated to the brain, and
consequently will be attended with the greatest danger, in cases'where there is an obvious
determination of blood to the head, particularly in new-born infants, suffocated persons,
and those attacked by sanguineous apoplexy.
2. Bathing the forehead and temples with
spirit of wine, brandy, or vinegar.
3. Stimulants applied to the tongue. That
organ should be first rubbed, and afterwards
stimulated by a few drops of wine, or a little
salt, remedies which, on account of their great
efficacy, should never be negleted. ST o LL
relates, that several stimulants had been applied
is
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in vain, to restore a still-horn child to life;
but, when its tongue was rubbed, it began to
cry, and recovered. Another observation
confirms the efficacy of this method, in cases
of drowning. A girl three years of age was
taken, apparently dead, out of the water, and
after being well wrapped in warm cloths, by,
which her susceptibility was excited, some
salt was introduced into her mouth, in con,.
sequence of which she began to vomit. After.
wards the soles of her feet were rubbed with
salt, till they became warm; she at length
opened her eyes, and was completely restored.
This resuscitative method, simple as it may
appear, is much to be commended; for it
affords an instance of the well-timed application of fri6ion, which proves most efficacious,
when the first symptoms of returning life
appear.
4. Bruised garlick, or snuff blown into the
nose. This remedy, when signs of vitality
are perceptible, will produce the best effc&,
by exciting salutary contra&ions. As an elucidation of this, I refer to the case of a drowned
child, related in the second sotion.

S.

Injec-

f
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Injealions of moderately stimulating sub.
Stances into the vagina, for instance, vinegar,
a
or cold wxater, may be efficaccus, in cases
contratued uterus.
6. Cloths dipped in the coldest water, and
applied to the genitals. The good
this remedy, in spitting of blood, induces u
to hope, that it may prove equally useful in
cases of apparent death.
7. Stimulating the intestines by strong clysters of brandy, &c.
8. Sprinkling of the face with cold water.
In opposition to BROWN, I maintn cold to
be a stimulant, with which the ancients* were
well acquainted.
9. Whipping with nettles is an excellent
remedy, but much depends upon the critical
moment of its application, its effeals will
the more salutary, if applied when indications
of susceptibility become apparent;! when the
s.

of

efcl

be

v

xD sings of the fainting LAoD A M t ,,whe IkC
so
S
takes leave of her consort:
Lux quoque tecum, tenebris exanguis abortis
Succiduo dicor procubuisse genu
Vix socer lphiclus, mi~ume grandxvus Acastus:
Vix mxater gebida moesta reficit aqua.

heart
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heart begins to contraal, and the animal
heat to diffuse itself through the body.
10. FriCtion of the soles of the feet, is not
esteemed a very powerful remedy, but as a
secondary aid, it should not be negleted.
Rubbing of the feet with salt, is produtive of
a similar effeCt; the best application of which,
is illustrated in the instance above-mentioned.
ii. A great noise and shouting into the ears
of the person apparently dead. There are
many instances of resuscitation by this mehowever, is to ie tried only in
thod,
cases almost hopeless; as its effets, in the progress of recovery, might be prejudicial
12. A poultice made of ginger, and applied
to the skin.. This powerful stimulant is pre-

wvhich,

pared by macerating ginger in burning spirit

of wine.
Strong Stimulants.
Some of these may have the semblance Qf
cruelty; but -re certainly beneficial, as they
tend to save life. V/hat is a transient pain,
when compared with its

sides, it is

well known,

salutary effeffts

Be-

that such stimulants
in a state of
to
persons
not
painfu~l
are

insen-

sibility;
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sibility; being felt only when the greatest
danger is overcome, and at that moment,
every sensation of pain is mitigated by the
transport of being restored to life.
Sometimes violent stimulants are indispensably necessary, when the latent vital power
must be instantaneously roused; and in such
cases, even the most severe means should be employed. When weak stimulants, of every description have been successively tried, with
little effe&, recourse must be had to those
which are more powerful. Of this nature
are the following:
i. Burning with a red-hot iron. A woman,
apparently dead, could not be recovered, till a
red-hot iron was brought- into conta with
her neck.
2. Melted sealing wax, or pitch dropped on
the skin.
3. Scarification.
. 4. The drawing of a tooth.
5. Instilling a few drops of a volatile spirit
into the inner corner of the eye.
6. Stimulating the throat with a feather
dipped in volatile alkali, may be efficacious
with subje&s whose humnours are vitiated.
7. Errhines,

(
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Errhines, such as, volatile spirits of
hartshorn, sal ammoniac, &c. are beneficial
to phlegmatic constitutions.
8. Several fluids, for instance, a solution cf
tartar emetic, or HuXHAM's antimonial wine,
conveyed itito the stomach by means of
tube invented by HUNTER. The flexible
tubes described by COLEMAN, may likewise
be used for this purpose. He recommends
five or six ounces of brandy, rum, or any
other cordial, or aromatic fluid, to be introduced into the stomach.
9. The shower-bath is one of the most
efficacious stimulants, and ought to be used
in all cases of suspended animation.
Ele6tricity.-Whatever has been said
concerning friftio, may likewise be applied
to the use of ele~tricity. The elealric fluid is
particularly, to be conduaed through the
'.

the

10.

heart ; the shock, however, should

not be vio-

lent ; for such would irrecoverably, destroy the
latent spark of vitality.
&imulants

of the most violentl

These are administered *ith

kind.

a view to ex-~

cite, if possible, the inert vitality, after the.
I
usual
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usual stimuli have been tried without success.
i. The shower-bath with boiling water.
It is dropped on the upper part of the hand or
feet, or on the left breast, by means of axtube
of about an inch in diameter.

BURNSTIEL

restored a man to life who was palsied and in
a state of insensibility, by pouring boiling
water upon his feet.
2. Burning moxa on the pit of the stomach.
3. lnje6Lion of tartar emetic into the arte.
ries.

4. Transfusion of blood. This operation
deserves particular attention; and though successfully tried at first, it was afterwards neg.
le6ted. Two veins are opened, and while the
blood of any other animal is; transfused by a
small tube inserted in one orifice, the old
is problood is carried offby the other.
bable, that by a judicious management of this
operation, the sudden impression of new blood
on the noblest organs of life, will seldom fail
to produce an extraordinary change in the
constitution of the patient. Hence, it might
be successfully performed in different cases of
apparent death.
Many

It

Many are the salutary stimulants in our

possession; but how difficult is the choice even
to the most skilful physician! The greater
number of resuscitatives which a physician
can command, the better; for cases may occur,
when after several unsuccessful applications
he would be obliged to relinquish the subjed,
unless he knew of a few domestic remedies,
which might, on a particular occasion, prove
the most proper and efficacious.
The greatest part of the rules for reviving
persons apparently dead, are given in an em-.
pirical manner, without any regard to their
application. To avoid this error, the proper
remedies only shall be here enumerated.
Conditionalmeans of relief; these are,
x. Jeneseflion. The too general recourse

to this remedy, in all cases of apparent death,
is much to be regretted. Apoplexy was formerly supposed to arise only from plethora;
hence, the first and principal remedy in cases
of suspended life, was blood-letting.
The
physician, however, ought not only to know
the indications and contra-indications of venese6tion, in general, but also the age, state of

1

2

the
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the constitution, &c. of the patient, must de-

Thus a retention
of the menses may be an accessary cause of
apparent death from drowning, a remarkable
instance of which, will be found in Seajon I4
2. Bronckotomy :-Physicians are divided in
opinion, respe~ting the necessity of this opera
tion; in many cases, however, it is the only
method by which air can be conveyed into the
lungs, in order-to restore respiration, when
teeth are so firmly closed as to prevent the
application of a pneumatic tube, providod wo
adopt the idea of COLEMAN, that the iuspiraton of air is indispensably necessary.
3. Inflation of the lungs. This operation
seems, in general, to be prejudicial ; and, as it

termine him how to a6.

the

is attended with great difficulty, it

can scarcely

ever be recommended to persons who are not
aone, without
of the faculty. If
it will prove
warmning, moderate frhtlion ,

performed

rather

injurious

to the subje; and withou

hesitation, I subscribe to what Professor Vothis suhje6&.
mne
GEL, of Rostock, wrote
41, for my part," sags he, 41 expe& very
litae Sucrss from the introdu tiou of air
into

to

on
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into the lungs; and I am of opinion, that by
the general method of proceeding, little or no
air will reach this organ, and even if it does,
I never couli perceive the least expiration of
it, nor any motion of the chest."
Unless the tube can be introduced into the
glottis, not even an expansion of the lungs
will be produced, as the epiglottis prevents its
entrance. Air which hasalready been breathed,
isconsequently unfit for respiration; while,
on the other hand, the use of the bellows may
prove dangerous, by the violence of their exertion on the lungs.
The common pra6tice of continuing this
operation too long, is also dangerous. I know
a case of a person apparently drowned, in
whom the signs of returning life were perceptible, but whose recovery was prevented by
the abuse of this stimulant.
If any benefit can be expea"ed from this
remedy, it is by its stimulating effe, which
has, sometimes, proved beneficial to still-born
children.

Professor OSIANDER is of opinion,

that by this process the mucous matter which
covers the lungs, is, in some degree, dis-

r3

pelled,
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pelled, and a passage cleared for the admission
of air.
4. Emetics.
no signs of perfe susceptibility of irritation are- perceptible, emetics
may prove very prejudicial; and even after
resuscitation, they should be administered with
great caution. On refle6ting
the nature
of apparent death, which is a state of real
asthenia, and upon the effeas of an emetic,
we may be fully convinced, that, in this case,
the administration of such a remedy,
generally be attended with danger.
indications for the use of emetics,
a rattling
in the throat, particularly a hiccough during
which there is no stagnation of mucus; an
entire exemption from inilani-natory symptoms. Cases
which ernetics may be adninistered, are detailed in Sei$on II. respe6,lng
the treatment of still-born infants.
S. TobaccoOCysters.
is a doubtful,
nay, it generally proves a dangerous remedy;,
the stupifying property of tobacco suppresses
vital adlion, and clysters of it are also injurious,
by swelling the intestines, insomuch that the
cavity of the abdomen caxu ecurceco~atie the
tumid

While

upon

are

iii

This

The

will
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tumid viscera, while the diaphragm is forced
upwards, and the adion of the lungs prevented.
A decoajion of tobacco is also improper, but
particularly the blowing of tobacco smoke
into the lungs. The application of tobacco
clysters is particularly detrimental to persons
apparently suffocated by the cord, or still. born
children. In the second stage of the resuscitative process, when symptoms of returning
life manifest themselves, such clysters might,
perhaps, be used with safety*.
Many instances of the successful application
of tobacco clysters; of violent friion, even in
the beginning of the resuscitative process, and
of emetics, successfully applied, may, perhaps,
be opposed to what I have stated.

may be fails,
ther

indeed,

These

hbut it is .uncertain whe-

the recovery took place by virtue of such

remedies, or during their application. Great
is the :power of the vital principle, which

sometimes; triumphs over all obstacles, even
over the prescriptions of daring empirics ; but
can
ascribe to their medicines the restora-

we

SeSeSiopi

IL.axt.

So=n

XR
iirks oui Prvwzi. Personi.
tiort

9"2

Lion of a patient, whose constitution was strong
It is the
enough not to sink under
same in cases of apparent vital extinajon;
especially as the patient is not affe6ted by
things, which, in a state of health, would
certainly have proved fatal.

them?

VII. General Considerations respelling th
Treatment of Persons 4parently Dead, or
otherwise endangered.

A. Refle~lions on thepreceding

circumstances.

Remote circumstances :Season,

a.

sex, age,

temper, state of health, diseases, state of the

Mind, passions, regimen.

oximate circumstances :-Weather;

b. Pr

wvhen the accident happened; duration of

timte

appa-.

rent death ; time which elapsed before -assistprocured; nature of the accident.
ance

was

B. Gonsiaderation of present circumstances..
a.

External" coincidences: -Place,

weather,

persons present,

time,

convenient remedies.
b. State
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b. State of the body :-Wounds, contusions,
fratures, ruptures; appearance of the face,
whether blue, swelled, or hippocratic; eye.
lids shut or open, blood-shot or swelled; the
eyes bright, turned, filled with mucous mator
ter, covered with filth, cornea
less opake, shrivelled, or collapsed; pupils
dilated, of an equal size, sensible of the impression of light, froth at the mouth and
trils, whether bloody or otherwise; the tongue
swelled and dependent,; the skin livid, and
without elasticity; the anus open; the abdo.
men tense, inflated, or of a greenish hue; the
lits rigid, contraaled, or flaccid; internal
and external warmth, fever, heat, coldness,,

more

ilos-

pulse,

respiration.

C. Cicmtne attending resuscifation.
a. During the process :-Signs

-of,

returning

life ; what they are, and after which operation
they commenced.
anxiety,
b. State ater resuscitation
sickness, stupefa6lion, gid1diness, a burning.
sensation in the limbs, fever, spasms, palsy.

:-Pain,

rrVIII. "Inav
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VIII. dnalysis

of Particuar Cascs f Apa

rent Death,
Drcwning.
i. Season.
2.

Weather.

3. Length of time the person has continued
under the water.
4. The state of his mind when the accident
happened; whether he was intoxicated, fright.
ened, &c.
5. Constitution of the body.

6. Whether he fell into the water in a
state of perspiration.
7. The height from which he fell.
8. Whether he fell with his head foremost.

9. Depth of the water.
10o. Properties

of

the element;

whether'

was cold or warm, sea or river water.

it

I

I. The position of the person while in a
state of submersion.
12. The clothes he wore.
Manner in which he /was taken out;
whether
the feet, and without. receiving

13.

any

by

injury.
14. Treat..
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14. Treatment; whether he was inverted
or rolled on a tub, or what other methods were
tried for his recovery.

Suspension of Lfe by-intense Gold.
s. Previous circumstances, causes, &C.
2. Length of time the person had been in a
benumbed state.
3. Situation, whether under the snow, or
exposed to the air-.
4. The nature of his clothes.
Condition of the body; whether the
limbs are in a gangrenous state.
6. Method of assistance, whether he was
brought into a warm room or placed near the
fire; or if any other improper means were
applied.
, .

Suffocation by the Gored.
x.

Season of the

year.

Whether the person had
iii the open air, or in a house.
a.

been strangled

3. How long he had been suspended.
4. State of his mind ; diseases, and other
antecedent causes,

~. Treat.
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'fb

Treat'nent in taking: him down; whetH& groutida?
ther he-ell
6. Examination of the body bruises, contusions, &c.
7. Resuscitative- method.
,;

Sufocation

by

Noxious JVapours.

Nature of the vapours; whether those of
coals, moist wood, fermenting liquor, or sulphurous minerals.
2. Place where the accident happened;
whether in a close room, cellar, mine, or
or during sleep, near a coal-fire, &c.
3. How long he had been suffocated.
4. State of the body.
5r. Treatment.
,6. Signs of returning life ; whether, -af'ter
sprinkled with cold water, a shiverng
motion was observable.
7.

pit;

'being
Atpparent

Death by L'ghtning.

x. Place ; whether in a house or in the
open air, at the fire-side, or under a tree?

2. Nature
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2. Nature of the thunder-storm; direiion

of the
ings..

lightning;

damage done

by it to build-

3. Condition of the sufferer.
a. His state previous to the accident.
b. External injuries, such as burns, streaks,
&c.
4. Method of recovery: whether the earth.
bath was resorted to?
S. Complaints after resuscitation; a burn.
ing pain in the limbs, thirst, fever.

4iZll-bor-n hfants.

her

I. State of the mother's health durinpregnancy, particularly, a short time before

her dlelivery.
2. Condition of her body; formation o the
pelvis.
3. Circumstances which attended partari.
tion ; °Whether easy, or difficult; a natural or
artificial birth.l

.

14

nC

what
n

u

"ft e

lmanner

was
ni thechild
s f

the head, .feet, or ahius foremnost?
K

born ?' w th

6.:State
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6. Condition of the child: colour of th*
face and skin, flexibility or stiffness of
limbs.
7. State of the navel-string; its pulsation.
S. Operations of the midwife; her manner
of cutting the navel-string; and whether she
suffered it to bleed?
9. How long the child had continued in a
state of asphyxia?
any methods of recovery had
io.
been tried, and their nature?
zi. Signs of returning animation.

the

Whether

Overlaid Children.
x. Contingent causes; whether the accident
happened by the inattention of the mother or

nirse ?
2. State of the body; contusions ; injuries
of

particular

parts.

3. fManner of death; whether by pressure
or suffocation?
4. Time which had elapsed since the accident happened.
5. Symptoms : convulsions, impeded respira.
tion, apoplexy.

6.

What
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6. What method of resuscitation had been
tried?
Appaent Death by

'Efficient

a

Fail or Contsion,

i.
cause; nature of the fall; height
whence the person fell; and instruments
the sufferer
wounded.
2. Examination of the body, particularly
nds of the head, the hair being previously
cut; injuries of other parts ; contusions, dislQ~

which

by

was

wou

cations, fra~lures.
3. State. of respiration and the pulse.

4. Duration of the lifeless state.
s. Remedies, particularly, domnestic Inwdi.
inaes, such as arnica, &x.,

SECTION

(

100

SECTION

)

SECOND*

H E theory concerning the subjet ofresusci ation having been detailed in the
Setion, I shall now proceed to the prafical
part, arid describe the various methods of assistance in parlicular cases of apparent death.

former

For the sake of perspicuity, I shall adopt
tables, by a reference to which, in sudden
accidents, the remedies applicable particular
cases may easily be found. Such resuscitatives as cannot be administered 'indiscriminately, are marked with figures, as references

to

to a subjoined

list of -the most

essential reme-

dies. The others have been analyzed in the
theoretical part of this work ; but as even the
best description~ of the necessary apparatus for

be

imperfe~t,

-I have merely enumerated them.

To those

the resuscitative process, must

more

intimately acwho wish to become
quainted with the most perfe~t apparatus for

this
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following

this purpose, I recommend the
ex.
cellent publication: "6 Geschiclte and jetzige
inrichtung dc/ ErlamburgischenRettungsanstaltcnfir im Wasser verunliife," namely, "The
History and present State of the Resuscitative
Institutiotl of Hamburgh:" by J. A. GUN..
T HER, with plates, Hamb. 1794.
In order to render this work more perf,
I have also mentioned GoRCY's bellows,
though I am convinced, that they are almost
unnecessary: fbr the principal attention of the
praitioner should be direkd a speedy ex-.
citement of irritability.

,to

I. Resuscitative Apparatus.

A. Generalapparatus.
1.. Instruments: A lancet, .bistoury, a syringe
to cleanse the throat of mucus ; blankets.
2. Sticking plaster..

3. Soft brushes for fridiion.

q4. A quantity of brandyr or. wine..
,
5. A bottle of, oil..
6. Vinegar.
7. -Culinary salt.
K

3'

v+

War
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-S.Warm water for bathing.
9. Cold water.

1o. ,A deep tub, for bathing the feet.
1,r. .An oblong vessel, for bathi-ng the
body.:
~. a A .quantity of aromatic plants.
13. Ginger, mustard, vesicatt rips,
~B. Particular instruments.,
i.
2.

HUNTER'S thermometer.
or four small tubes,

Three

CO LE M AN has

3.

O
G

R c'

's

whole

such as

recommended*.
bellows t.

4. A portable ele6tric machine.
5. Dr. RICHITER's instrument for opening
the wind-pipe.
Alparticular'chi-est, containiing' the most, ne-

cessary instruments, and a sufficient quantity

and

external use,
of _medicines for internal
ought to be int the. possession of every medical
wmxant.
LI
See GK.

SSee Co

MAnN's Treatise on,Suspended Respiration,*c.

umd

Phy sik, Vol. II. No. I. P. I.
2
Geschichte derfHamburg.*Rcttungsanataltcfl." r
4A full description of this medicine-chest'is given byKv T Zp
in his Isay the R~ecovery of the.#ppareatly Dead.

*

also

v's.Journal (der

on
p
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Praflical Rules for the Treatment of per...
sons apparently dead, or endangered.

x. Crowds should he guarded against, as
five or six persons are sufficient to perfoni
the process, and a few others may procure
necessary instruments.
2. The person endangered should not be
brought into a warm or crowded room.
3. A free circulation of air must be obtained,
by opening the windows of the room where
the process is condudted.
4. A hasty application of resuscitatives is
dangerous, and tends to extinguish the vital

the

pri-nciple..

5. All resuscitative remedies,

when too

strong, end abundantly administered, are pre.
judicial.
6. Proper means of exciting susceptibility
ought to be applied from. the commencem ent,
and continued throughout .the whole process
of resuscitation.
7.Stimulants should be. administered only
in

proportion, to the perceptible

degree

of sus-

ceptibility,
8: All

8. All resuscitatives are to be gradually ap.
plied, according to the temperature-of the bodv;
9. A single remedy should never be considered as sufficient to restore animation, but a
proper jind successive application of several
should be pursued.
xo. Before the patient has recovered the
nu
power of deglutition, neither medicine
Emetics,
administered.
be
to
triment ought
in particular, might prove fatal at this period:
I x. Clysters of tobacco, emetics, and ster.
nutatories, ought to be used' with great caution
or not at all; they are partiularly dangerous at
the conimencement ofthe process.
12. AlU powerful odours are prejudicial;
especially during the first indications-of life.
The process should be continued from

nor

S13.

four to six hours ; nor should" the recovery of
the patient be despaired of, till the most tin.
equivocal, signs- of death have. become evid~nt.

I=II. Particrular .Diredions.
Treatment at the commencement.
a.. Violent concussions are prejudicial, though

a

moderate-rolling motion has, sometimes,

been,

2% Strong
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injurious

the

2. Strong fri6ion is also
at
commencement of the process.
3. Particular care is required to wrap the
body in warm blankets or cloths, and warm it
moderately, in cases where a higher temperature is salutary.

Continuation of tie Treatment.
I. The process of warming, and the means

of exciting susceptibility, must not be too soon
discontinued; nor should the person
rently dead, be uncovered, but when inipensably necessary.
2. Stronger fri6lion and stimulants are generally indicated:
a. By signs of susceptibility; such as

appa.

return.

ing warmth;. throbbing of the heart, and spas-

modic

shivering of th-- limbs.

b. The method of exciting susceptibility of
irritation having been continued for some
time, it may be supposed adlually to exist,
and such stimulants are to be administered, as
miay tend to promote its developemnent.
4. Gentle stimulants ought to be first administered, and those of a stronger niature gradu~
ally and successively applied. ,
Tre'at

(
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T.et:ment

of the Patient on the

first

Symptoms

returning- Lff.
i. A precipitate method to enforce resuscitation, ought to be guarded against, as well as
the application of violent stimulants, such as
strong odours, &uc.
2. The before-mentioned method, particularly that of gentle friaio, is tQ be moderately continued.
3. The gradual developement of the vital
power should be carefully attended to, as the
nature and degree of stimulants must be deter.
mined in consequence.
4. A careful continuance of the application
of warmth to the patient, will be most effic-acious at this period.

IV.

General Treatment

of Persons in Danger.,

In order to enable the reader to comprehend,
at one view, all resuscitatives, and the rules for
their application, 'Withrespect to vital

of

power,

I shall give a short (lescription the treatment
fatal accidents..
persons endangered.
First
of

by

( o107)

First Treatment.
Diligent search for the body, and its removal to the open air; undressing, &c.
The subje6t should be placed in an ere&t
position; the head somewhat elevated, and
turned to the left side; the best place is a table
in the middle of a room, so that the assistants may have easy access.
The person apparently dead, ought also to
be removed in the above-mentioned posture,
and the mouth and nose cleansed of froth or
filth without delay, to facilitate the communication of air to the lungs. This may be
effe&ed by the finger, a feather dipped in oil,
or by a syringe. The body is, at the same
time, to be kept covered with warmn blankets.
RECOVERY

OF THE

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF

IRRITATION.

lVarmth,

applied according to the temperature

of the body.
Persons, who have suffered by intense cold,
should be covered with snow, or put into an
ice-cold bath; on the contrary, the drowned, if
the
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the body has not been exposed to intense cold,
are to be wrapped in warmed cloths or featherbeds, or placed in a tepid bath; in short, any
method by which warmth can be communicated to the body, may, in such cases, be
adopted. We should now attentively watch
the signs of susceptibility, and examine whdther any part of the body begins to grow red
or warm; whether the motion of the heart be
perceptible, &c. If such signs are observed,
stimulants may be administered; but if not,
the warming process is to be continued for
some time, and succeeded by the application of
stimuli. Less injury will be done by the
omission of stimulants in the beginning of the
process, than by neglefting the other means of
exciting susceptibility.
Recovery of Irritability.
Stimulants.
During the continued application of the
means of exciting the susceptibility of irritation, for instance, with persons who have suffered ty cold, the cold-bath; with those apparently drowned, finentations; and with such
as

(

to9
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as are struck by lightning, the earth-bath, &c.
other stimulants may also be applied at the
same time.

These are: sprinkling with cold water;
fri6ion, proper clysters, &c. During the application, the person apparently dead must be
kept in the warm-bath, or uncovered as little
as possible; because the process of warming
ought by no means to be interrupted.
The signs of susceptibility, by which the
degree of irritation may be ascertained, must
be our guide in the application of stimulants.
These are to be administered successively,
as the following examples will demonstrate:
After the application of the shower-bath,
namely, when cold water is dropped from a
height upon the pit of the stomach, the subje6t
must be immediately wiped dry, and the left
side, in particular, as well as the limbs, chafed
upwards. During this process, which may
be repeated at intervals, the subje6 should remain in the warm-bath. This operation has
proved very efficacious in exciting all the
energy of vital power. On sprinkling with
cold water, in successful cases, a contra6tion
of the muscles of the face, and a shivering of
L

the
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the whole body is perceptible; and on a repetition of this process, more certain symptoms
of a&ive vital power appear, such as opening
Other stimulants,
the eyes, sneezing, &c.
clysters, the application of a poultice of ginger,
and frition of the soles of the feet, are to be
applied either before or during the intervals of
the process, according as circumstances may
require.
If the above-mentioned method should fail
of success, stronger stimulants may be tried,
such as scarification, the a&ual cautery, boiling water dropped on the left side, while other
modes of excitement are continued.
Violent stimulants should be applied only
for a short time, with frequent pauses, during
which it should be examined, whether there
appear any signs of re-animation.
Treatment of the Patient after the return of
Life.

When the first symptoms of returning life
appear, proper care must be taken not to
suppress the vital power, by any violent mode
of proceeding, such as increasing the stimulants,

(

III

)

lants, shouting in the ears of the patient, &c.
The application of remedies may be suspended, but not entirely relinquished. Moderate fri6ion is requisite, even when the signs
of re-animation are no longer doubtful. The
patient is to remain in the bath, or should be
wrapped up in warm cloths; fomentations of
aromatic plants are to be applied to the pit of
the stomach, and a bladder filled with warn
water to the left si1 ; clysters of warm brandy
are likewise to be continued. Whipping with
nettles in this crisis, may also be of singular
efficacy, in promoting the circulation of the
blood; as well as moderate fri1ion with
brushes dipt in warm oil, and rubbing the
soles of the feet with salt. A small quantity
of wine, or a solution of salt dropped on the
patient's tongue, will be effelual stimulants.
By attention to the signs of returning susceptibility, the degree ofvital power may be ascertained, and the treatment modified accordingly.
Only by slow degrees, and with the greatest
precaution, can the reviving patient be restored to perfed life. Violent stimulants, such
as powerful elearic shocks, strong odours,
&c. are particularly injurious at this period.
4, 2
When

(112)
When signs of returning life bccome progressively evident, especially the principal
fun6tions of the animal frame, such as respiration, pulsation of the heart, and vital
warmth, whatever may impede the develope
inent of animation is to be removed. The
mouth is to be cleansed fro mucus, to facisymplitate the admission of air to the
toms of ple:hora are to be mitigated, by venetis
se ion in the upper part of the arm;
operation requires the greatest precaution.

lungs;

but

Treatment after Resusctations
The patient must be left undisturbed; the
warmth of the bed ought to be supported, and
as soon as he can

swallow, 'a little wine,

or teas

with a few drops of vinegar, or warin beer,
&c. ought to be administered.
physician must also pay' attention to
concomitant symptoms, such as vomniting, diarrh ea, coughing, asthm-a, fever, convulsions,
&C.
If the resuscitative process be continued

The

without success, for five or six
Jeut ought to remain for some

hours, the sub-

time longer in the
wvarin

(

"13

)

warm bed or bath; or be covered with ashes or
ground malt. There have been instances of
persons apparently dead, who revived after
all hope of their recovery had been relin.
quished. In such cases the resuscitative pro.
cess had excited the susceptibility of irritation,
but had been unable to restore irritability, the
developement of which, was effed by nature.
V. Recapitulation of t/he djferent Remsscitative
Remedies.

to

The following diredlions are calculated
facilitate the application of the foregoing rules,
in particular cases of apparent death.

iln

Suffocation
First

Wmater.

Treatment,

j. The subje6t should be gently taken out
of the water by the arms, to prevent the

head

and breast from being injured.
2. The body ought to be carefully carried

into the

nearest house, with the head some

what raised ; or the resuscitative process. m-ay

be performed in the open air.
L

3

L3. Tha

"14)
3. The upper part of the body must be
supported in an erea position, with the head
inclining towards the right side, and the whole
body should be placed in such a manner, as to
admit of free access.
4. The clothes are to be taken off
and no violent shaking of the body
be attemnpted.
5. The mouth and nose are to be cleansed
from mucus, by a feather dipped in oil.

-ithoat

delay;

fhould

Warmth.
r. The subje& must be covered with blankets, or feather-beds, hay, straw, &c.
2. If it be a child, a person may lie beside

itin the bed, to promote warmth,
3. A tepid bath should be applied, the

warmth of which ought to be suppiorted.
warmth of the bath oaught to be.
4.

The

moderate in the

beginning;

creased

oth degree of

-to

the

7

and gradually in-

FAHRENHEIT 'S

thermometer.
S.

Different parts of the body,

of

particularly

be warmed

the stomnach, ought to
by the application of a bladder filld with
tepid water, or by aromatic fomentations, or
the pit

a warm-

.t z .)
a warming pan wrapped in flannel, and gently
moved along the spine.

Stimulants.
z. Fri6tion, applied gently at the begin-

and gradually increased, especially when
the motion of the heart is perceptible.
operation is performed with warm flannel, or
brushes dipped in oil.
z. Stimulating clysters of warm water and
common salt; aromatic plants; or a strong
solution of tartar emetic.
3. Clysters consisting of five or six ounces
of brandy.
4¢. Sprinkling with cold water.
5. The cold shower--bath (No. VT.), or
aspersion of the pit of the stomach, with a
syringe.--N.
After each application of the
shower-bath, the body ought to be wiped dry,
and the pit of the stomach gently chafad.
6. Ele~ricity (No. X.)
7. Whipping with nettles.
ning,

This

B.

(

i6

)b

Remedies to be applied on the
Lf.

ppearance of

1. Moderate continuation of the resuscita.
tive. method before-mentioned.

2. Rest.

3. After the return of deglutition, tea with
vinegar, may be administered.
4. Vomiting should be excited, by a decoction of chamomile, with honey of squills, or
by the application of a feather dipped in oil.
5. The. patient must be treated with as
much caution as one dangerously wounded, or
even as a lying-in-woman.
.Resuscitatives, only to be applied in

Case. of

Extremity.
r. Introdu6ion of air to the lungs (No.
z. Veneseulion (No. I.)

XI.)

3. Vomiting.
4.

The hot shower-bath.

N. B. Persons drowned in the winter season, should be treated in the begit ning of
the process, as if they had suffered by

in-*

tense cold.
4par.

(
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Apparent Death by Cold.
N. B. External warmth must not be applied
till the internal warmth of the body be excited; and even then, in regular proportion to
the gradual increase of the latter.
First treatment.
The resuscitative process should be performed in the open air, or in a cold
2. The body should be cautiously carried,
without delay, to the nearest house.
3. During removal, and the-whole process,
the body should be kept somewhat cre,
right
with the head turned a little towards
side.
4. The subje& is to be carefully undressed.
B. Violent treatment ought to be guarded

i.

room.

the

N.

against,. such, as the immoderate friction and
bending of the limbs, by which dislocations
and fra~tures may be occasioned.

Means ofexciting Internal Warmth.

1.The

whole body, ex~cept the face, is to

be closely covered with a layer of snow half' a
yard thick.
2. Appli..

(Y
2.

Application of cold water mingled with

ice.

3. Cloths dipped in cold water, and applied
to the breast and head.

Stimulants.
I. Gentle fri6lion (gradually increased)
with cloths dipped in cold water, or with soft
brushes.
2. The shower-bath (No. VI.) and fricAfter
tion should be, alternately, applied.
a
consi.
having continued this method for
derable time, the body must be left undisturbed for a few minutes.
3. Clysters of cold water, with vinegar, or
oil.
4¢. lnje~lion of five or six ounces of brandy
into the anus.

Remedies to be applied on the return of

Life..

N. B. The application of warm fomenta-.
tions may now be discontinued ; and the

citative process pursued

resus-

in a cold apartment..

x. Stronger

( i9

Y.

Stronger fri6Uon, cautiously performed.
2. The patient placed in a bed between
two persons, it order to promote warmth.
3. Wine, vinegar, or oil, should be exter.
nally applied.
4. Emollient clysters.
5. When the patient is able to swallow,
tea, with vinegar, or wine, should be administered.
Resuscitatives, to be applied

only in desperate

Cases.
x. VeneseEion.
2. The earth-bath (No. VIII.)
3- lntroduffion of air into the lungs
(No.

XI)

4. Eledfricity

(No. X.)

Sufocation by the Cord.
First treatment.
i. The suspended body must be gently takea
2.

The cord immediately cut.

3. AU

(

120)

3. All pressure of the clothes,
neckcloth, garters, girdle, stays,
moved.
4. The head supported in an ere
and turned towards the left side.

such ab
c.

re

t posture,

Resuscitatives.

z. Air should be blown on the face.
The face sprinkled with cold water, or
vinegar and water.
3. The oesophagus stimulated with a feather dipped in oil.
4. Vinegar applied to the nostrils.
S. The region' of the throat and heart
gently pressed.-Caution against immoderate
friion, especially in the beginning, sand also
against the application of violent stimulants,
sternutatories, or (what is extremely detr..
mnental) sulphureous vapours.
2.

.Means

i.

9 f Warming.

The subje&l is to be wrapped in warmed

flannel, or placed between warm feather-beds.
2.

Appli.

(

1ii

)

2.. Applicatibn of a bladder, filled with tepid
water, to the pit of the stomach.
Fomentation with cloths dipped in warn
water.
4. Poultices of aromatic herbs.

.3.

s. The tepid bath.

Stimulants.

on

x. MQderate fri libn, particularly
the
left side; with proper attention to the state of
susceptibility.
2. The shower-bath combined with fric.
tion (No. VT. IX-;)
3. Stimulant clysters of salt and oil.--The
application of violent stimulants, should, be
blood toavoided, when a determination
wards
had and. heart i~ pe rptiblev~

the

Treaent -on

'of

Apparent 1'Re~scitation.

Blowing -.

zdr on the patient's face, ania
x.
sprinkling it with cold water, continued.,
2. Clysters- preprd with a stronk solution
of tartar emetic.

3. Fonien-

( 122

)

3. Fomentations of-cham omile and wine ap..
plied to the contusions.
4. After recovering the power of degluti'.
tion, cold water with vinegar

may be admini..

stered.
S.

Gentle.

anti phiogistic purgatives.

.Resuscitatives

z.
2.

to

be applied only in Cases of'
Extremity,

Venese6ion (No. 1.)

Jntroduaion of air into the lungs
Xf.)
(No.
Bronchotorny (No.

3.

Su
D

tals,

II.)

'Qation'ly A1ephitic Vapours.

ev6ent

.k4hdofvapiour

! of ciarcoal, me-

beer, vinegar or must, in a state of fermen..

tatiofi; flak., moist wood, turf,' pit-coal; and

those

in uayxexitilated apartiu

nts caverns, and

mines.>
~ymptams . g iddines ,, head.-ach,i
fainting, 'convulsions, torpor, asph yxi a.

lethargy,
First

(123

Y

Firtst trcatment'.

x. The windows and doors opened.
2. Immediate removal of the subje6t into
the open air, or an aired room, the windows
of which must remain open.
3. The body undressed, and all pressure
immediately removed.
4. It should be supported
a leaning
ture upon a chair.

in

pos-

Resusctatives.
I. The subje& should be covered with

flan-

nel, or blankets.
2. The face sprinkled{ with vinegar.
3. A bath prepared for the feet, or the whole
body.
4. The face and pit of the stomach sprinkled
with cold water, either. by pouring it out of
a, glass, or squirting it by a syringe.
5.

Friffion with soft brushes, dipped

in

oil, must be applied, every time the process of
*Of the necessary precautions to be used by persons who
venture into pits, &c. which contain noxious air; see No.
XVII, and of the purification of the air, see No. XVIII.

M

2

sprink--

(124)

sprinkling is performed, after which the subject
should. be left undisturbed for some minutes.
6. Clysters of vinegar and water.
Remedies to be

applec on the return f Lee.

The use of the before-mentioned xesuscitatives, such as vinegar applied to the
trils; clysters, and gentle fri tion, are to
continued.
2. An inclination to vomit promoted by a
feather dipped in oil.
3. WAhen the patient is able to swallow,
vinegar and water, or mint and balm tea, may
be administered.
i.

nos-

be

R esuscitatives to be applied only in particular
Cases.
i. Introdu6lion
(No. XI.)
Venese~tion

2.

of

air into

(No. I.)

the lungs.

1

3. Bronchotomy (No. II.)
4.

The earth-bath

(No.

VIII.)
Lig'ht

(

125

)

Lightning.
First treatment.
i. Immediate removal of the body from the
farther influence of the mephitic air of the
apartnent where the accident happened.
The doors and windows must be opened
for the admission of fresh air.
3. The subje& should be undressed, and all
other pressure removed.
4. The posture of the body leaning, the
head raised, and inclining a little to the right
side.
5. Covering it with blankets or clotbsm

2

Resuscitatives.
x. Sprinkling the face with cold- water.
2. The earth-bath (No. VIII.)
.Remark.-If the earth-bath is applied, it
must be continued for several hours, or till
certain signs of returning .life appear. Stimuat the same time.
lants are to
3. The shower-bath (No. VI.)

be adhninistered

4.

Cold

poultices -applied to the head...

SCloths dipped in wine or vinegar, to the
;pit of the stomach.
M3l~

6;

F6,lion

(126 )
6. Fri6Uon, at first very moderate, and con,
tineud from the lower extremities upwards,
especially towards the left side (No. IX.)
Rear k.- Friaion and sprinkling with cold
water are to be alternately applied at the
commencement of the process; the violent
application of the former, however, is extremely improper, and even in the advanced
stage, it requires precaution.

Remedies to be used on the return of Lfe.
x A moderate continuation

of the

above.

mentioned method.
vinegar,
2. Cloths dipped in wine,
applied to the pit of the stomach.
3. Poultices applied to the contusions.
4. Clysters (No.111I.)
,. After the recovery of deglutition, water
mixed with wine, or balm tea, may be admini.
stered.

or warm

.Resuscitatives to be resorted

to

only in particular

Cases.
r. Veneselion (No. I.)
ion
air

2. Introdu

'of

into

the

lungs

(
3.

Ele~lricity

(No.

127

)

X.)

4. Blisters applied to the chest,
prevail.

if anxiety

Still-born Infants.
An examination, whether apoplexy or
fainting was the cause of apparent death..
Remark.-Cuttingthe navel-string. and let.
ting a little blood, should be resorted to only in
a case of real apoplexy; and this operation
requires the greatest caution.-See SeLtion I.
(VIII.)
First treatment.
r. Wrapping the infant in warm cloths
flannel.

o

2. Its mouth and nose should be cleansed

by a soft piece of linen.
.Resusc tativeA
z, A tepid bath of wine and water, pre*~

served in a moderate degree of warmth.

Warm

flannel applied to the body.
3. The subje6t may be placed, in th; warman
body of an animal recently killed.
2.

4. Cold

( i2$8)
4. Cold water mixed with wine, slowly
dropped- from a considerable height on the pit
of the stomach.
N. B. After every application of this process, the body should be viped dry, and the
left side gently rubbed with the
it is
and
warmed
cloths,
then to be covered with
placed in the nurse's lap for a short time, after
which, if no signs of life appear, the process
must be repeated.
S. The tongue is to be stimulated by rub.
bing it with a, little salt.
6. Clysters composed of oil, water, and salt.

hand;

Remedies, when signs of returning fe appear.
x. Continuation of warm applications,, and
moderate friflion.
2. The soles of the feet brushed and rubbe~l
with salt.
3.

After the recovery of deglutition, a little

wine may be administered.
¢. In case of a rattling in the throat,, occasioned ,by mucus, a small quantity of.
J rAMp's

mouth,

emetic wine,

'Hx-

.may

be dropped? into the

~The

(129

r. The child is to be gently placed beside
its mother or nurse, to promote natural warmth.

Rcsuscitativcs, to be applied only in particak
Cases.

Introdution of air into the lungs
(No. Xl.); to promote the evacuation of mu,
cus, and the admission of pure atmospheric air.
2. Elealricity (No. X.) should be applied
with the same caution as the shower-bath.
;.

Children wha have suffered by pressure in bed,
through the Negligence of the Mother,
Nurse.
First treatment.
t. Brought into the open air.
2. Cloths or swathings, taken

off.

3. Wrapped up in cloths or blankets.
4. The face sprinkled with cold water.

z. The warm bath.
2.

Cold water slowly dropped

from a bottli

upon the pit of the stomach.

3. F idioai

( rgo )
3. FriCion with the palm of'the hand after
each application of the water.
4. Rubbing the soles of the feet with
brushes.
fumigated with
te. Frifion with
juniper bserries.
6. Poultices with warm wine appled to any
contusions.

flannel,

When Lj/e begins to aper.

r. The application of poultices continued.

de-

After the recovery of the power of
glutition, some wine or tea dropped into die
mouth.
3. The warmth of the bed and quiet.
2.

Remedies to be applied only in particularCases.
x. Venese~gion, when symptoms of plethora
are perceived, such as a full pulse, red face,.
and tumid blood-vessels.
2.

Emetics,

such as oxymuel of squills, ad-

ministered in small doses; or,. in case of pituit..
ous

mpatter,

rattling_ inthe throat, &c.. Hu.x.--wine."

ILAM'S emetic

3.Anti-.

(
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3. Antispasmodics, as musk, chamomile tea,
and tepid baths,, often renewed.
4. Aperient medicines; namely, gentle laxatives, or clysters prepared of senna leaves,
with salt.
Apparent Deathfrom a Fall or Concussion.
Examination of the wound.
2. The head placed in an ere& position.
3. Cloths dipped in cold water applied to
the head.
4. The face sprinkled with cold water.
r. Tepid bath, for the whole body.
6. Poultices 'of aromatic plants to the pit of
the stomach.
7. Cold water slowly dropped from a height
1.

upon the same part.

8. Moderate

friufion gradually increased,

in ,order to co-operate with the shower-bath.
N.B. Friffion is to be employed with-great

caution, particularly in the beginning of
process.
Treatment

i.

the

after thefirst Signs e~f Resuscitation

The subje& should be placed in a warm

bed.
2. Mode~.

( 132 )
a,. Moderately stimulating clysters applied,
as dire6led in No. 111.
of dt 3. After the recovery of the
glutition, some wine or vinegar with tea ought
be administered.

power

to

Resuscitatives to be resortedto only under certain
Circumstances.

x.' Venese& ion (No. I.)
2.

Blisters applieti to the crown of the head.

3.

Eletricity

(No.

X.)

4. Emetics are seldom, if ever, to be used.

5. Due attention should be paid to syrnp
toms, such as vomitiig, hemorrhages, convul,dons, stupor, &c.
the
VI. Survey orMf

Pesuscitatives.

To facilitate the use of this treatise,
improper, to give the reader a

iot be

it-will

general

view of resuscitative remedies; the recapitula.
Lion of which

remarks

may be useful.

respe6hing

For the critical

them, L refer the reader

t9

Excite-

(1'33 )
Excitement of susceptibility of.Irittatinr

1.
2.

Covering with snow.
Cold--bath.

3. Earth-bath (No. VIII.)
4. Cloths dipped in cdld water.
5.

Wrapping up in warm

cloths or beds.

6. Tepid baths, which may be rendered
more stimulating, by mixing wine or brandy
with the water (No. V.)
7. Dry bath: covering with warm ashes, in
clean warm sand, or ground malt
8. Application of the internal warmth of
animals recently killed, to the pit of the sto-.
mach.
Application of the warm crumb of
bread to the same part.
I I. Cloths dipped -in brandy or wine.

(No.VII)

io.

Application of

warmth c'ontinued.

x . The subje&l should be placed in bed be-.

tween two persons.
2. Bottles, filled with hot water, and wrapped
ine flannel, to support the warmth of tie bed.
3.A bladder filled with warne water should
be applied

to the pit of the stomuah-,
R

4.

A

warm--

t'134)
be

A warming pan covered with flannel to
4.gently
moved along the spine.
A Teans of

restoring Irritability.

i. Fri lion with soft brushes, dipped in oil
IX.)
2. Stimulation of the tongue.
3%Powdered garlick blown up the nostrils.
4. Whipping with nettles.
5. Frk6tion of the soles of the feet with
brushes and salt.
6. Sprinkling with cold water, or the
shower-bath (No. VT.)
7. Ele~lricity (No. X.)
A poultice of ginger applied to the skin.
9. Stimulant injeaions, of brandy, &c.

(No.

8.

(No. IV.)
10.

A

loud shouting into the ears of the

subje&.

Stimulants for ,particularCases.
i. Cold applied to the genitals.
2. Injeions -of moderately stimulating
substances, such as vinegar and cold water,
into the

vasina.

3. Titil.

)

(v.35

3. Titillation of the fauces with a feather
dipped in volatile alkali.
Powerful Stimulants.

x. Application of the aaual cautery to the
nape of the neck.
2. Melted sealing wax, or pitch dropped
on the skin.
3. Pricking the finger under the nail.
.¢.Volatile spirit dropped into the inner
corner of the eye.
Sternutatories, spirit of hartshorn, or sal
amminoniac,
6. Introdution of several fluids into the
stomach, such as a solution of tartar emetic,
or HIxHA.M's emetic wine, &c. by means of

'.

Dr.

HUNTER's

tube.

7. Boiling water dropped upon the body.
.Resusitatives to be applied only undr certain
circumstances.

z.

Venese&ion (No. I.)

2. Bronchotomy (No. 11.)

3..lIntrodu~tion of air into _the lungs
(No. X1.)

ra

4. Emetics.

(136)

4. Emetics.
s.

Tobacco-clysters.

VII. Remarks on Resescitation, and instances
successful Cases.
Aquatic suffocation.
A greater number of persons apparently
drowned have been restored to life
the use-of stimulants, merely by the renovated
susceptibility of irritation. I have colle6led
thirty-six cases of persons apparently drowned,
to the
in Lausatia, from the year
who were restored to life. Most of
them were treated by uninformed people, and
revived by friilion and warming; two persons, however, were indebted for their lives
the continuation of the resuscitative process, for

without

1772

year

1792*,

to

several hours. It is

remarkable, that the greatest

part of those re-animated were children ; which,
it seems, is not

only to be ascribed to the greater

dlanger of drowning to which they are exbut also to the longer continuance of
4
Vital power in the infant frame.

posed,

*See

the author's tteattss.: Ubdr

COunlutswohia

uni

YVolksxorur.

. .A.violenit

(

13*7

)

A violent concussion of the body is detri..
mental, but a moderate
of it seems to
promote the excitement of vital power; this
observation is particularly applicable to the case
of children. The Royal Humane Society of
London, therefore, recommends the following
treatment: namely, that two assistants take
bhold of the arms and legs of the drowned, and
shake the whole body for five or six minutes.
This should be repeated at intervals during.
the first hour*. Several cases
which this
treatmaent proved successful, have also come to
my knowledge, one of whlich I shall communicate. A boy
about a year and a half old
had lain upwards of a quarter of an hour in the
water; and was found with his face down
wards, and the whoie body livid and swollen.'
He was undressed, wiped dry, and wrapped
in warm blankets ; but the most particular
part of the process was rollingb the hod y

motion

in

of

a

_table,

shaking

it by

the shoulders,

upon

and

rubbing the feet. This having been continued,
for an hour, a convulsive motion was observed
in the toes ; on which a little snuff was blown
* See Report of the Royal Humane Society, for the ,years
3777 and 178o.
N3~"

,,into

( 138 )
into thenostrils, which excited sneezing. The
tongue was stimulated with strong vinegar; the
throat irritated with a feather, and at length an
inje~tion was administered. The consequence
was, that the child vomited a large quantity
of water, began to breathe, and in an hour
afterwards was completely restored to life.
This instance deserves particular attention, on
account of the order in which the stimulants
were administered; for immediately on the
first external appearance of life, the application
of snuff to the nose, was succeeded by the
irritation of the throat. No process could
have been condu6ted with more propriety; a4
the spasm which it occasioned, contributed very
much to the excitement of vital a6tion. As
such cases are better calculated to teach us the
right uses of the different resuscitative remelies, than mere theoretical information, it will
not be amiss to add another very instru6tive
instance; and the result is worthy of the rea.
4ler's attention, as a confirmation of my theory.
A woman upwards of 30 years of age, who
had been delivered six weeks before, and was
affe6led with epilepsy, fell, in consequence of a
fit, from a height of seventy feet into the
water;

(
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water; where she remained a full quarter of
an hour, before she was taken out.
r.
RFDLICH, surgeon of Hamburgh, caused the

with

body to be stripped, and friftion
warns
cloths to be continued for a considerable space
of time, while at intervals a small quantity
spirituous liquor was dropped into
mouth.
During this process a bed was continually
warmed by hot bottles covered with annel.
Vhen fridion had been applied for a quarter
of an hour, symptoms of life, such as convul.
sive motions, and a very weak pulse appeared,
L was now thought proper to apply tobacco..
injections; after which a violent hemorrhage
of the uterus ensued, and the patient gradualy
revived. At length an emetic was administered,
which operated successfully. In three hours

her

fromn the time

when she was taken

out of the

water, she recovered the entire use of her
senses,, afterwards fell into a quiet slumber, and
awoke after some hours repose, without
the least sensation of pain.
In this case the stimulants were likewise
used with great propriety ; and the tobacco
clyster was efficacious, as it .promoted the he..
mo1rrhage. Hence we mray also conceive the.
ppriety

feeling
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propriety of veneseffhon at the foot, in cases
of aquatic suffocation, though, according to
the opinion of some physicians, this operation is prejudicial.
Both the cases may serve to prove the sa4plicity and ease of the true resuscitative method,
and how small a numnber of such means are
requisite to restore the life of a fellow-creature.
All, indeed, depends upon the proper time of
their application.
It remains, however, to be remarked, that
the treatment of persons apparently drowned
must be different, according to the season
the year in which the accident happened, and
the temperature of the water. In the former
case, the resuscitative method is nearly

of

to that

similar

for the revival

by intense

of persons endangered

cold.

,Accidents from
In no

case,

scvere Cold.

whatever, is the danger

of com~.

mitting homicide greater, than in the treatmnent
cold.

of persons who

judgment;
Linue

have suffered by severe

may

deceive our
Their death-like state
not only because such persons consi
apparently dead, but because
the

longest

the

(
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the want of susceptihility of irritation is, in
many cases, not distinguishable from real death.
A man benumbed with cold burnt his feet, but
continued insensible of the pain, nor did he feel
this sensation till he warmed them at a fire:
in this case, it is evident, that the susceptibility
of irritation was destroyed, while vital power
remained.
The following case of successful resusci.
tation is too remarkable to be omitted:
In the month of December 1783, a man was
found lying in the snow, and was carried to
the hospital of Carlsruhe, a few miles distant.
The body was quite stiff by cold, pulsation
had entirely ceased, the teeth were firmly
closed, but some froth was observed at the
mouth, which induced the physicians to hope
for success from the application of resuscitative
remedies. His clothes, particularly the gaiters,
stockings, and shoes, which were frozen to the
skin, being cut off, the swelled livid face and
neck, except the mouth and nose, were covered with cloths, dipped in cold water; the
body, genitals, arms, and legs were strongly

rubbed and covered with snow by several persons alternately. This being continued for five
hours,

(
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hours, most parts of the body became red, and
at length warm; the toes, however, continued
of a dark blue colour, and stiff, as if covered
with ice. Respiration soon afterwards was
gradually restored, but the patient continued
insensible, and at length a large quantity of
mucus issued from his mouth. Cold saue.
kraut was then repeatedly applied to his feet,
by which means they gradually recovered their
natural flexibility. During this process, clys,
the warmth
ters with vinegar were applied,
of the room was gradually increased. At
length the patient was able to swallow some
tea prepared of elder-blossoms, and a few drops
of balsamus vita cum liquore mincralis anod
so far recol
the following night he
of
soup, and
spoonfuls
vered, as to eat a few

and

was

On

thet

next dayv he drank an infusion of aromatic

herbs,
phor.

with

On

an
the

of nitre and camtp
was seized with, a
he
third day

intermixture

.fever, attended with violent heat and. blistering
.of the toes; and some days afterwards he'comheis arms. From
tingling pain
;plained
his negligence, perspiration, was obstru~ed, i
consequence of which, one. of his arms became
inflamed, and the other benumbed, Vent.
se&iort

of 'a

in
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sedion was twice repeated, and the use of anti..
phlogistic draughts caused an abatement of the
fever and inflammation; but notwithstanding
the most careful chirurgical treatment, some of
his toes fell off. The patient was sixty-two
years of age, of a careless and obstinate disposition, in consequence of which his recovery
was slow. He had been benighted, and went
astray before he was overcome by the cold;
and during his wandering, he had frequently
waded through brooks, to which circumstance
may be ascribed the loss of his toes.
Lightning.

A man who stood in a kitchen near an unfinished chimney, was struck by lightning, and
considered as dead. The body had no visible
marks of injury, except a few red streaks oa
the breast and right arm. Two minutes after
the accident happened, he was carried into the
open air. The pulse was strong and irregular: the whole body, except the face, was immediately covered with a layer of earth, six
inches thick, and cold water poured upon the
face.
eight minutes, he began to move his
shoulders

ln

(
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shoulders and tongue; and, in twelve minutes,
he was so far restored, as to be able to articulate some incoherent words. He was then removed from the earth-bath, put to bed, and
rubbed with vinegar. A mixture of vinegar
and water was likewise poured down his throat.
An hour and a half afterthe accident, he had
entirely recovered the use of his senses, but
complained of excessive thirst, and a painful
burning sensation in his right arm, and the
fingers of both hands. The following night,
he could not sleep, on account of intense
pain: he rose the next morning; but, for many
nights afterwards, he did not enjoy a quiet repose; and even after the expiration of half
a year, the sensation of pain had not entirely
forsaken him.
In this case, the application of the earthbath is the most remarkable remedy: it is, however, to be observed, that the use of this excitement of resuscitation, like all the others,
ought to be continued for several hours, till
signs of returning life appear. I know an instance of a physician, who, having accidentally
heard of the earth-bath, applied it, but only for
a few minutes. Though, in this case, resuscitation

(14BS )
citation was not effe~led, yet, during the .ap
plication, some warmth was perceptible in
the subjeet.
The same phenomena which are pro.
luced by violent eledlric shocks, are observable
in persons who have suffered by lightning,
namely, shivering and heat of the extremities*
anxiety, asthmatic complaints, and extreme
of the ele6fric atmosphere, on the ap.
proach of a thunder-storm.
man who had reveived a violent shock, from an ele6tric battery,
afterwards suffered by a similar sensation, lost
his appetite and sleep for a long time, and was
seized with giddiness and stupor. From ex.
periments made with animals, eledricity was
analogically inferred to be a very
resuscitative, in cases of accidents by Iightnin
Animals were apparently killed by ekaricity,

sensibility

powerful

and

to

afterwards restored
life, by a second
shock through the
and heart.

head

Of all kinds of apparent death,

the resusci..

tation of still-born infants is mot ,successful ;
for even the application of moderate war mth~

CX46)
and gentle fri~lion, generally prove efficacious;
Although there are many objedions against
the introduffhon of air, yet, in this kind of apparent death, it seems to be highly beneficial,
by operating as a stimulant, which may pro.
mote expe6toration, and thus admit the external air freely to the lungs. The breath of another person, however, is pernicious, as such
air is rendered unfit for a second respiration.
In such cases, indeed, we are not so much to
consider the quality of the air, as the irritation
which it produces by extending the lungs.
Many cases have occurred to me, in which
this operation, joined to a gentle pressure of
the infant's chest, was successful. Probably a
little wine introduced into the stomach of the
child, wrould promote the good effk6c s of this
stimulant.
Another very, powerful stimulant for the
revival of still-born infants, is the sprinkling
with water. Dr. NIEMELER, has comnmunicated an excellent method of performing this
"1After having taken the lifeless child

process*;

ii7ournal

der

Erfid

e,

&c. (Journi. of Inventions,

Theories, &c. in Meditine and Natural, Philosophy), No. IV.

from
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fiom the mother," says he, " and tied the
navel-string, I sprinkle the body with brandy,
though cold water mixed with vinegar is preferable, or even cold water alone, at the same
time gently sprinkling and rubbing the pit of
the stomach. If this prove ineffedual, I pour
cold water from a considerable height, out of a
tea-kettle, upon the left side. Immediately on
this application, the body becomes contra6ted,
as if elearified. I then cause the region of the
heart to be gently rubbed with the palm of the
hand; after which the child is wiped dry,
covered with warm cloths, and suffered to rest,
for some time, in the lap of its nurse. If, after
some minutes, no other signs of life appear, I
repeat the shower-bath and friaion; and if
these prove inefficacious, I try the same process a third time. After each repetition of the
shower-bath, rest and warming are requisite.
This is most conveniently effe&ed, by placing
the infant in the lap, and covering it with
warm cloths; a tepid bath may, however, be
applied with equal success."
The propriety of this process is confirmed
by the following instance: In a case of asphyxia, all resuscitatives proved ineffeaual; the
infant,
o z

(-148)symptom f
application
the
life, which {disappeared during
in this
of the resuscitative method.
state, the physician let cold water fall in dropt
from a considerable height on the left breast.
On the falling of each drop, the muscles of
the child's face were violently contraed; and
when, after a short pause, the operation
repeated, it opened its eyes; and with the third
repetition, began to breathe freely, and to cry*.
be paid
Great attention, however,
this exof
the proper time for the application
Ecllent remedy. In the beginning of the .
cauo
suscitative treatment, it would,
infant, indeed, shewed some slight

While

was

should

to

in most

be injurious; particularly when a weakness of

the systcm is manifest. Powerful effe~ts may,
however, be expe~ited to result

from it,

after

the recovery of susceptibility, as in this case

be

promoted, and the ltent
respiration will
tality roused. B~ut, previous to the applicaticm~

pre.-

means

shouldbe
of this resuscitative, proper
for the application of warmth to the inLant's body. This is best effec~ted by tepid
by relaxing the pores, as well
kbatbs;

pared

which,

.'HvrsL&6

's Mdical Jraal,

11.

11.

(
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as by the pressure on the body, will tend to re-,
store respiration,- and promote the circulation of
the blood.
During the whole process, we must be par.
ticularly careful to cleanse the mouth from
cus. If, therefore, debility, hoarseness, or in.
terrupted- respiration, be observed in the pa.
tient, we shrould immediately endeavour promote vomiting, by tickling the throat with a
feather dipt in oil, or by giving a few drops of
HuxHaM'S antimonial wine; a grain-or two
of ipecacuanha with tin6lure of rhubarb, or
the use of strong
chamomile tea.
odours, we cannot be too circumspea. In
one instance, where all the signs of returning
life were perceptible, no sooner was spirit of
sal ammnoniac applied to the child's nostrils,
than it expired in a mnoment., This instance
evinces the injurious tendency of powe~rful
returning
stimulants on the first symptoms
fife.

mu.

to

As -for

of

All still-born

children should

be considered

as only apparently dead, and the resuscitative
process oughit never to be negle~ed. Sometimes. two hours, or more, _will elapse, before
re-animration can be effe ftcd. An ingenious

0,3

man-

iiart-midwife, says BpuH l, was employe
for several hours in the revival of an apparently
still-born child, and as his endeavours proved
unavailing, he considered the subje as really
dead. Being, however, accidentally detained,
he again turned his attention to the child; an
by continuing the resuscitative method for
some time, it was unexaedly restored to
.dpporent ~Death from a Fall, or Blow.
In treating those who have suffered by such

~accidents, the physician ought to consider the
constitution, together with bilious or plethoric
fallen
symptoms. Several persons, who
from a considerable height, while they laboured under an epidemic bilious fever, which
produced by
tontinued with the
the accident, were cured by the adminis..
openration of emetics and resolvents.
ing the body of a patient, who had expired
under the operation of the trepan, there
found an accumulation of bile. Perhaps

had

symptoms

On

was

some

caises

of

concussion

of

in

the

brain#

caused by a fall, an emetic might prove usefd, even after venese ion ; at least, Natu
seems

seems to point out the use of it, by thus a e.
viating the symptoms of the commotion of the
brain in new-born children, produced by a
compression of the head during labour. Althe
I am very sensible that this idea is hypotheti.
Cal, yet it may not be unwotthy of the atten.
tion and examination of the unprejudiced pra,
titioner.
KITE first dire~led the public attention to
the use of elearicity, in cases of apparent
death from a fall, by a remarkale instance,
which, as it demonstrates the efficacy of thi
remedy, cannot be too often repeated. A girl
three years of age, fell from a window, two
stories high, upon the pavement; though she
SQuiREs, a
was considered as lifeless,
natural philosopher, applied ele6lricity. Almost
twenty minutes elapsed, before the shocks pro..

Mr.

duced

any

effea.

At last, when some of the

ele~tric matter pervaded the breast, he observed

~aslight

motion of the heart : the child soon

after began to breathe and groan, with great

difficulty; and,

after some minutes, a vomniting

ensued. For a few days, the patient remained
in a state of stupefa~lion ; but, in the course of
a week, she was perfcelly restozed to health.
It

I
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It is rot improbable, that the artificial cotr.
cussion produced by ele6lricity, may countera&
the effeas of the fall; and perhaps a similar
counter-irritation may also be effe6led by vomiting. Hence, also, it is not improper to
apply such. a heroic remedy as ele6tricity, in
cases of imminent danger, when the urgency
of the occasion will not permit the gradual application of the usual stimulants. The success

of empirics is to be ascribed merely to their
immediate application of the most powerful
,remedies; though attended with very great
danger. There are, however, cases of emer-.
gency, in which no choice is left to the prac.titioVner.
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THIRD.

On the Manner of saving Persons

in

eIrem#

.Danger.,

BIS{DES

the' state of apparent death, there
are many other accidents which threuten
existence; such as the bite of a mad dog, the
swallowing of poison, or other noxious substances, and apoplexy.

These may be

in.

as,

cluded in thie list of human misery, as well
the former ; to which they may be compared,
both

with respe6l to theirtlanger, and the speedy

assistance they require.
1 do not intend to expatiate on a suljeaf with
sufficiently
which every skilful physician
facilitate
to
acquainted ; but 1 shall endeavour
the recolle6ion of important symptoms and
rcirnedies, by the following: retrospe&t

is

-f

Lurnss
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On the dfferent Afethods of treating Persons
endangered by Accidents.
General Points.

i.

These are, with a few modifications, similar to those which have been discussed, in treatZng of apparent death, in the first Sefon.
2.

ParticularInquiries.

Bite of a Mad Dog.
z.

Whether the dog was really

mad.

2. Examination of the wound-in what
part of the body; nature of it; whether it wu

"given through the clothes; or whether the mad

dog had only licked the skin.
3. Appearance of the clothes..

Time

when the accident happene&
4.
5. Time elapsed since the accident.
6. Remedies

administered.

7. Whether the wound remained open,
8. Symptoms attending it; such. as fever;
wondf, or'even
convulsions tinglings in
signs of hydrophobia,

the

9.

State-

(
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9. State of the patient's mind-whether he
was of a timorous, or courageous disposition.
Poisoning.
i. Nature of the poison-whether vegetable
or mineral, sharp, corrosive, or narcotic. This
may be discovered by
a. Examining the remainder of poisonous
aliment.
b. By the account of the patient, and persons present.
c. By the symptoms *
2. Quantity of the poison taken into the
stomach.
3. By what means it was conveyed into the
stomach; whether in food, drink, or medi.cine, &c.
4. Symptoms: vomiting, dysentery, con.

vulsions, swelling of the face, abdomen, &c.
5.
elapsed since the poison was taken.
6. Remedies already administered, and their,
operation.
7. Effe6~s of the poison : palsy, colic, ,pain,.

Time

&c.
*This superficial inquiry into the nature of the poison, can
only be useful in cases of emergency : instru~tions for a more
n maute investigation, will be given isathe sequel.

,Apoplexy.

ff56
Aoplexy.
*. Age.
2. Sex.
3. Manner ofliving; food.
4. Time of the accident.
S. Preceding circumstances; whether after

a repast, or a fit of passion, intoxication, being
over-heated, or after a cold; from the eiht
of vapours, metastases, after cutaneous diseases,
,r debility occasioned by excessive evacuations, &c.
6. Antecedent symptoms: giddiness, head.
ach, tingling of the ears, nervous complaints,
defe& of mermory, relaxation of the muscles of
the jaws.
7. Symptoms of apoplexy: plethora, ca-

,che.ic,

and nervous complain.tsi

hysteric,

spasms.
8. External signs : pulse, tongue, evacuad8tons, perspiration, vomiting, stool, heat in the
head, respiration, whether it be asthmatic,
r~attling,

or attended

,with coughing.

9. Duration of the paroxysm.
to.

Remedies used.

i r. Proximate

plethora, suppress
h.rmvrrhages.; such as bieedia~g at the tese,
the
tauses:
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the catamenia, lochia, suppressed perspiration,
obstruaion of the viscera, &c.
It.

Tables of Accidents, and Remedies.
Bite of

a Mad Dog.

The virus of a mad dog is so very infe6lious,
that a person only licked by the animal, may be
attacked by hydrophobia. To guard against
its consequences, we ought to treat the wound
inffidled by unprovoked dogs, in the same
manner as those of dogs really mad.
i harafleristics of a

Mad Dog.

He becomes surly and snappish; neither
cares for his master, nor for food; refuses to
drink ; does not bark, but growls; attacks any
thing that comes in

his way;

ter's house; and rambles about

leaves his mas-

a drooping
head: the tongue is of a blueish hue, and hangs
out of the mouth ; the eyes are red, bleared,
glaring, and fixed ; the mouth. is filled with
a viscid

mucus;

with

the ears and tail hang down;

the hair, is bristling, and ere&i; he sees dark
places ;falls suddenly dow-n, and leaps up g4;n;
and is shunned by every Qther
P

dog.

;

tetaod

(
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Method of preventing Hydrophobia.
Y. The wound should be washed with a
warm ley of wood-ashes, a strong solution of
salt in Water, or vinegar; or, if none of these
can be procured, with urine. This washing is,
however, to be continued for a considerable
time.
2. The wounded part should be cut out; or,
3. Seared with a red-hot iron, or gun.
powder; or,
4. Corroded with lunar caustic, till it be
covered with a thick scurf. The matter which
issues from the wound during this operation, is
to be wiped off with soft lint, or paper.
S. The suppuration of the wound is to be
promoted for seven or -eight weeks.
6. If, from improper treatment, a wound
should heal

too soon,

it must

be opened, and

brought to suppuration.

1.

Deadly

InternalRemedies.
nightshade (Belladonna)

No.

XIII,
2.

oar oil.-dock (Meloe"pro-.
Some praaitioners recommend

The oil-beetle,

sea rabxus)i.

murcurial ointment

(No. XIV.) to be rubbed

into

(
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into the wound. This may likewise be applied, when the patient has only been licked
by the dog.
Cautions.

1. The patient bitten should be stripped;
and those places in his clothes which are marked
with the dog's teeth, should be cut out and
burnt.
2. The sword, or any other instrument,
with which the mad dog was killed, ought to
be cleansed, by making it red-hot, or it should
rather be buried deep under ground.
3. Cattle, or other animals, bitten by a mad
dog, should, as soon as symptoms of madness
appear, be killed, buried in a deep pit, and
covered with quick-lime; but by no means
thrown into water ; their stalls, or cribs, should
be burnt, and their chains purified by fire.
4. The body of the dog must also be buried
deep in the ground, without touching it with
the hands, and covered with stones, or lime.
5. Every thing contaminated by the virus,
is to be cleansed immediately, or burnt: tables,
or benches, are to be planed, and the plane afterwards destroyed.
P2

Poisoning.

(
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Poisoning.
Inquiry into the nature of the poison whether it was a poisonous plant, or arscnic, or
sublimate of mercury; and how long it had
remained in the stomach.
General Remedies.
r. When the poison

has been recently taken,

it may be evacuated by means of an emetic, or
by tickling the patient's throat
a feather
dipped in oil, and giving him as much milk and
oil as he is able to swallow.

with

k.

When

it has been taken some hours,

emetics would be injurious: in this case, lukewarm water, milk and oil, are be adninis.
tered

in

large quantities;

and to

tepid bathing

shoizld be resorted to.

A. Narcotic

.Poisons.

Opium, thorn-apple, henbane, nightshade,
hemlock, &C.
Symptoms : Delirium, vertigo, and a strong
propensity to sleep.
Remedies: Emetics; twelve grains of white
vitriol, for adualts
y
z. Mia..

(
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x. Mucilaginous drink, sour whey, butter.
milk; but particularly vinegar, strong coffee,
&c.
2. Clysters of virgar.

3. Cold-bath.
4. Vesicatories applied to the head.
B. Corrosive Posons.
Arsenic, preparations of mercury, antimony,
copper, lead, quick-lime, aqua fortis.
Plants: Fox-glove, meadow-saffron, pasqueflower, anemone, different species of the crowfoot, mezereon, wolfs-bane, &c.
Symptoms : Violent pain, great anxiety, sickness, vomiting, griping, a burning pain
the
throat.
Rmedie : When the
has been recerntly taken, besides emnetics, all the follow-

in

poison

ing general remedies are to be used ;bust if it
has been for some time in the stomach, no

emnetics are to be administered.

The general remedies are: mucilage of oats

and barley, meal-porridge, soap-water, fomen.
tation of the

abdomen with soap-water, or

a solution of camphor.

T3

SC. Nay-

C. Narcctic and Corrosive Poons.
Deadly nightshade, hemlock, poisonous
mushrooms, flesh of diseased animals.
Symptoms: Violent pairl about the pit of the
stomach, accompanied with a burning sensation, and a great inclination to sleep.
.Remedies The same as mentioned under
article, Narcotic Poisons.

the

:

ParticularCases of Poisoning-.

By arsenic, orpiment, cobalt,

&c.

Symptoms : Shuddering, anxiety, tremor,
violent retching, vomiting, a burning sensation in the throat, fever, thirst, pain, suppression of urine, costiveness, a gnawing pain in
the bowels, swelling of the face, torpor, stupeLadlion, and, ultimately, death.

x.

.Remedies.

Soap-water, prepared according to the

prescription, No. XV.
2. Vomiting, by tickling the throat with a
feather dipped in oil.' All these remedies

should lae applied immediately after the poison
has been taken.
3. To alleviate pains in the intestines, dou.
bled cloths dipped in a solution made of soap in

( x63 )
rain-water, ought to be applied to the abdo..
men.
4. Clysters of milk and oil.
S. Tepid bathing in diluted soap-water,
Alleviation of the pogressive Symptoms.

i.

Milk,, with the addition ofthe eigh-r pa t
of sweet cream, is administered to the patient,
till he begins to recover; or;
2. Several quarts of water, saturated with
hepatic gas (No. XVI.) ; to which the fourth
part of sweet cream, or a solution of either gum
tragacanth, or gum arabic, in the proportion of
one to thirty of water, is added.
N. B. Clysters of milk.#and oil, and fomen-.
tations, to be continued at the same
Venesedlion is only to be conditionally resorted to.

time.

Poisons by

Sym.ptoms

of Lead.

Preparations

:Colic pains, obstinate costiveness,.

palsy of the limbs, wasting of the whole body,
and consumption.
Remedies immediately
i.

after the-Accident.

Milk and oil is administered in
an emeti&; or,

juantities

as

large

2. Tick-

( 164 )
2. Tickling the throat with
in oil.

a feather dipped

be employed some time
been swallowed.
Poison

Remedies to

has

after the

i. A mixture, of a drachm of borax, and
two drachms of rhubarb, divided into two
doses; one of which is to be taken in water,
every hour, and chamomile tea drunk after it.
2. Clysters of milk, oil, and soap.
3. Gentle purgatives.
4. Friftion of the abdomen with oil.
5. Poultices of bread boiled in milk,

plied to the abdomen.

ap-

6. The warm bath.
7. Opium, with neutral salts.
EXAMINATION OF PolsoNs.

.df.rsenk .
W~hen strewed upon live coals, it produces a white vapour, with a smell like that
j.

of

garlic:

this alone, however, is not a certain

criterion.

!2.

A solution of arsenic is to

be mixed with

a saturated solution of ammonical copper : the.
pre-

(

)
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when

precipitate is a yellowish powder, which,
strewed upon coals, emits the garlic smell.
3. If the quantity of arsenic be sufficient,
the redu6~ion to its metallic state may be ef..
feed by sublimation.
Corrosive Sublimae.
x. When strewed upon burning coals, it
produces a white suffocating vapour, which,
however, has no smell of garlic.
2. It forms a brownish precipitate in
water.

line-

Yrdigris.
x. Dissolve the suspe(Sled matter in muriatic
acid, and

add spirit of sal

amnmoniac.

2. The blade of a knife dipped into a fluizl
which contains verdigris, will be coated

with

copper in the space of twelve or fourteen hours,

Lead.

The
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test-liquor of

H AH NE M A NN (No.

S W AL
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Swallowing f Huqful Substances.
Shot, fruit-stones, beans, coins, broken glass,
nails, pieces of bone, pins, needles, &c.
the substances swallowed are blunt, or
round, the following remedies are proper
z. Emerics.
x. Thick porridge, mashed potatoes, sauer
kraut, &c.
If pointed substances are swallowed:
z. Vinegar is given in a considerable quan..
tity.
2. Oil, particularly that of almonds.

if

DtiANG

( x67 )

DANGER OF SUFFOCATION,
FROM SUBSTANCES SWALLOWED.

Remedies.
x. GENTLE percussion of the back and
shoulders.
2. The steam of warm water, or milk,
conveyed into the mouth.
3. Tickling of the throat with the finger,
or a feather dipped in oil.

4.

The patient is to drink plentifully of

water-gruel, milk, or oil, particularly that of
almonds.
S. Blunt bodies, which stick in the throat,
may be pushed dlown with a spunge fastened
to a piece of wire covered with leather : this
apparatus should be moistened with oil before
it is applied ; or, a long piece of a wax taper,
made flexible by warmth, and dipped in oil,
mwly be substituted.
6. Pointed

( 168 )
6i. Pointed substances, or such as may

extra6 ed by

the throat, should be
means of the fingers, or small forceps; or, a
piece of strong iron wire bent at one end, and
having a handle at the other, may be employed
to extraa the obstru6ling body. This instrument xshould be propeslly oiled, and the operator ought to fasten it to his hand, lest it fall
into the person's throat.
N. B. The patient should drink the abovementioned beverage before the operation is undertaken.
7. If he be affli6led with spasms,
poultice of marshmallows and lintsee
boiled in milk, should be placed round
nieck.
wound

an emol-

lient

h4

In

very dangerous Cases.

i. Venesec~lion at the arm (No. 1.)
2. Bronchoto my

(No.

11.)

Burns, or Scaldsb.
First Treatment.

a. When the v~hQle Body

is

burnt.
x. Cloths soaked in cold water,

or

milk,

should be applied.
2.

The

(i69)
v.. The :patient should be put into a cold
bath of water and milk.
b. Burns in particulat- Parts.
The burnt limb ought to be immersed in
; or,
water
cold
2. Anointed with ink, vinegar, and butter,
or amber varnish..
3. Cataplasms of raw, scraped potatoes, are
to be applied, and renewed as often as they
i.

bvcome warm.

4. The blister should be opened by punaur.

ing, and not by cutting it.
5. Ointment, made of equal parts of lime
water and sweet oil, arquebusade, or Goulaid
Apltoiexy.
AInteced'ent Symptoms : Distortion of the face,
the sensorial fun6lions impaired, the
swelled, shivering, coldness.
First Treatment 9 /Apoplexy

tongue'

in general.

j. Untying of all streight garments.
2. The body placed in an ere6~ position.

3. The windows opened, to admit fresh air.
4. Vinegar he'd to the nostrils.
c

S. Cloths

(170 .).
5. Cloths soaked in warm wine, and ap.

plied to the -pit of the stomach.
A. Sanguineous Apoplexy.
Signs: Face red, or ,pae in aged persons;
the temporal blood-vessels, and those of the
neck, swollen; eyes prominent, head very
respiration not quite fiee, pulse generally full and strong, as in inflammatory diseases.

warm,

Remedies.
3. Venese& ion at the jugular vcin, or the

arm, on the side not paralytic; and from the
foot, when hemorrhages have subsided.
gard is, however, to be paid to the age of the
patient, or to his cacheic constitution.

Re.

2..

Cupping glasses applied to the

nape of

the neck.
3. Cloths soaked inl water, applied to the
head.

4

Emollient clysters,

with

'the

saltpetre, and tartar-eleti c
,5. Tepid baths.

N.

B3.

All violent-stimulants, such

and emtetics, Ore

to be 'Y~idcd.

addition of

as errhines
1.&rous

(
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)

B. Serous poplexy.
Signs: Cache6:ic disposition, face pale and
tumefied, limbs flaccid, respiration more labor
rions than in the former species of apoplexy.
Remedies.
x. Vesicatories, sinapisms, or plasters, made
of powdered ginger and vinegar.
2. Stimulant clysters, with tartar-emetic,
soap, or salt.
3. Purgatives.
4- Enetics, when there is an inclination to
great caution is, however, necessary,
with regard to this remedy: it ought never to
be administered in a state of asphyxia.
Rubbing with cloths dipped in brand,
or spirit of wine and camphor ; frih~tion, whip..

vomit:

5.

ping with nettles.

6. Vinous fomnentations applied to the pit of

the stomf-ach.
C.

Nervous Apoplcxy.

,Symnptoms' in hysteric or hypochondriaca

subjecbs :---redness of the skain,. strong pulsation
of the arteries of the neck, spastic pulse, rest.

lessness.

(

J72)

Remrdies.
z. Application of the combined methodA of
treating the two foregoing species of apoplexy,
with proper attention to the different symptom s.
2. Antispasmodics.
3. Fri6ion (No. TX.)
Baths (No. V.)
5. Fomentations.
Remark. Some species of apoplexy, which
cane neither be called gastric, nor plethoric,
require a compound treatment.
ferent causes may be ascertained, by examining
them in the manner aboe spccified.
-

4.

Their dif.

II. Remarks on tAi prevention

Hydrophobia.

Wdhen this dreadful disease has ocike made
its appearance, it is scarcely inl the power of
medicine to afford any relief. As it would,
however, be an at of cruelty to abandon such
unfortunate patients to their fate; we ought to
use every exertion to alleviate their misery.
No benefit can. be expe~led from .interval

remedies alone;

and the chief part of the treat-

ment consists in external applications.

If the
virus..

(173)
be really absorbed, it will be alrot
impossible to expel it.
such cases, the
most celebrated specifics, even the oil-beetle,
a1nd bell donna, generally prove ineffeuaal
If no symptoms of hydrophobia appear, after the bite of a mad dog (though
recouise
was had to medicine)r it follows that the, virus
had not been absorbed by the lymphatics, and,
consequently, that no infe6ion was communi
tested ; as sometimes happens
inoculation
the small-pox. Hence quacks, with their
magical, sympathetic, and other nostrums,
often pretend to have effeed a complete cure.
Much, therefore, depends on the degree of
confidence evinced by the patient in the
cacy of medicines; as thus the deleterious efVirus

In

no

in

for

effi-

fcas of the bite are often prevented.

Timid

persons are always in greater danger. Nay,
there are instances of persons, who, fancying
that they have been bitten by a mad dog, 1ivere
really seized.

with a chronic hydrophobia.

abtExternal .Remcdics-.
In most cases,. according to my excellent'
friend,,

Dr. LETTSoM,

the cutting out of the
,.3.

_bitten

( 174)
bitten part, is probably the only effefual retne.
dy. As the wounds, however, are often
deep to be entirely extirpated, the application of
caustics is requisite, to effe& complete removal of the virus; though even this method,
unless applied within a few hours after the accident,- will perhaps be insufficient to prevent

to6

a

canine

madness.

External remnedies should, in no instance, be
negle6led, in order to prevent the absorption
of the viius. Caustics, by destroying the
muscular substance, are the most efficacious.
Scarification, cupping, and vesicatories, are
useless, and only tend to enlarge the wound.
Careful washing of the wounded part is part
cul~arly to be recommended..

b. InternaZ- Remede.*.
As these co-operate with the efforts of

,Na-to

ture, to expel the virus,, they ought likewise
be resorted to.
1. Sudorifics and diuretics: belladonna, the
oil-beetle, and antimonial preparations
2. Antispasmodics : musk, ipecacuanha, vahirian, opium, tepid baths,

&c.-

3.

Thonics:

175 )
3, Tonics: bark, wine, baths, and serenity
of mind.
The physician must be guided hy particular
circumstances, in the seasonable application of
purgatives
these renedies. Venese6lion
ought to be resCribed with great caution. In
doubtful cases, I should prefer emetics to lax.
atives. No person bit by a dog really wad, is
free from the dangcr of being attacked with
hydrophobia;, the symptoms of which some.
times appear after the expiration of a
but sometimes only after several months, or
even a whole year. Meanwhile, the injured
person thinks himself perfe6fly safe; is
ful, and performs his business undisturbed by
apprehensions:, he has, perhaps, placedhisconfi..
ineffe~ual remedies, when suddenly
dence
the first symptoms of this horrible malady ap.
pyear. This catastrophe sometimes takes place

and

few days,

cheer-

in

after a violent fit of passion, or in consequence
of over-heating the body. In most cases, the
disease manifests itself about the fortieth day
after the bite..
The wound generally heals in a few days ;
but-previous to the first symptoms of the miaLady, it becotnes red and painful, swells, ;and
somne-

(

r76 )

sometimes bursts. The patient complains of a
-painful sensation in- the wound, extending tdwards the heart and head; he becomes deje&ed, anxious; and extremely irritable. These
symptoms are soon succeeded by the dread of
Water, which particularly manifests itself,
when the patient attempts to drink. Jn vain
he makes an effort to bring the cup to his lips
and at length his abhorrence of every kind of
liquid becomes so invincible, that, at the very
sight of them, he is seized with horror and
trembling. As soon as he has swallowedany
liquor, the most violent convulsions ensue.
He is so easily irritated, that, on the appearance of any new obje~l, nay, even the sound
of the wind, he will start, and be seized

at

spasms. He

suffers

from

with

the most intolerable

thirst ; and, on account of the. vioLent spasms.

in the windpipe and throat,
of suffocation, At length,

often

danger
death, generally.
accompanied with convulsions, or extreme de.bility of the whole system, terminates his mi-sery.
It is much to he wished, that the remnedy soDr.-SiMs, inay be
successfully administered
confirmed by the exper ience of other pra t
tiQuers.

by

is

in

(Z77)
tioners. The case was as follows: A person
bitten by a mad dog, was seized with hydro
phobia and convulsions, and became so enraged, that lie attempted to bite his own
mother. Three or four ounces of
administered, by means. of a tea-pot, lest he
should see the
and his whole bodv was
rubbed with oil: these frigions, togethc7
with the application of clysters of muttonbroth, were repeated at intervals.
the expiration of eight days, all the symptoms of
disease had gradually ceased; and the applica.
tion of oil was continued for ten succeeding
The slight inflammation about the
days.
wounded part, gradually disappeared. It is
remarkable, that the patient, after his recovery,

oil were

fluid;

At

was quite ignorant of what had happened
during his illness *---.We

are not, however,

informed whether any other remedies were
administered: at the same time, andl whether it
was the common oil of olives., or whether it
was given warm, or cold.The medical. treatment of persons bitten
mad dogs, is thwarted by qnmerous obstacles ;

by

*See

in the

Memoirs of the Medical Society of London, instituted

year

1773,

vol. iii.

London, 1792.
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as the generality of people are prompted by
prejudice to use nostrums, rather than apply
for medical advice. Besides, the patient seldor has sufficient fortitude to persevere in
taking medicine; and as he feels no inconvenience immediately after the accident, he generally disregards it. Even physicians are not
quite free from prejudices respe6ling this disease. For, unless there be visible marks of injury by an enraged animal, they are too apt to
treat the case with indifference. There are,
however, instances of hydrophobia, occasioned
merely by being licked by a mad dog. Dr.
HAH

NEMANN mentions several cases, which

came under his observation. Among these, is
one of a boy, who was seized with the hydrophobia, of which he died, in consequence of
his face being licked by a dog, that went mad
after the accident. Hence it appears, that the
treatment, in such cases, ought to be the same
as if there was a wound. The part licked by
the dog, should therefore be put, for several
hours, in a strong ley, or covered with cloths
soaked in it; and the internal remedies beforementioned, ought, at the same time, to be administered.
Canine

( 179

'Canine madness

)~

likewise, be communi.
-cated byimeans of the instrument with which
the animal was killed. A gentleman, after
having killed a mad dog with his sword,
thoughtlessly returned it into the scabbard.
Eight years after this circumstance, having a
quarrel with two gentlemen, he wounded them
both with the same sword. The wounds were
inconsiderable, and soon healed, as is frequently
the case with those occasioned by the bite of a
mad dog; but again opened, after the lapse of
three years, when the unfortunate men were
seized with hydrophobia, and died. This incident may serve as a caution respefing instruments which have been used in killing mad
animals. It may also be proper to observe,
may,

that the lancet, with which the wound has

scarified,
Tabie

ought to be tempered afresh.
of

the principal

been

Poisonous P/ants.

Wake-robin, cuckow-pint, lords and ladies
(Arum macedatwn).
Deadly nightshade, dway-.berries, deadly
dwale (dit

ropa bdlladanna2.

Commnon henbane ( Hyoscyamus tdger,).
Bitter-

-T

)

18o

Bitter-sweet, woody, gharden, or common
nightshade (Solanum -idcanara}.
Squirting cucumber (Alornodica claterium).
Herb-Paris, true-love, one-berry (Paris quadrffolia,).

Cornmon wolfsbane, monks-hood (Aconilum
napep/us) .
Purple-flotiN ered wolfsbane (Aconitum cammarumn).
Yellow wolfsbane (Aconitum lvcoflonum).

Common fox-glove (Digit~alis putpurea).
Hedge-hyssop (Gr'atio/a oJicina/is).
Crow-foot, water-crow-foot (Ranunculus
aquatilis).

Upright -meadow

butter-flower,

butter-

cups (,Ranunc. acris).
Celet y-leaved

crow-foot,

rounid-leaved wa-

ter- crow-foot (Rantunc. sce/eratus).
Lesser spearwort (.Ranunc. flammula).
Cornmonrmezei eoni, or-:,purge-olive (Dapie
Mezereum).
pu/sati//a).
Pasque.4lower anemone
Darnel (L0/izan temuit ntu).
Common lau-rel (Prunus Zaurocerasus).

(,Arnonc

Common nightshade

(So/arium nigrum).

lellebpre (Ileborus niger, viridis).
Cornm~ti

( i8i
Ucrnnmon

)

wild parsnip (Pastlnaca sati'vla)

Common cyc larnen (Cyclamen

Europi'um).

Commnon hemnlock, akex (Conium maculatum).
Lesser hemlock, fools parsley, cicely (.,thu.

cynapium).
thorn-applc (Datura stramoniwn).
Marsh-spurge (Etuph orbia palustris).
Cypress-spurge (EiuplMcrbia Gyparissiastl.
sa

Corn mon

Water-cowbane,
lock

(Cicieta

long-leaved

vir-osa).

water-hem-

Meadow.,saffron (Cockicum QufkmnaZ4).
a Case ofpoisoning by Arsem"Cv

A man, seventy years of age,

on searchi
in the dark for a mnedici-ne, unfortunately laid
hold of a paper containing arsenic. Havin-g
spoonful of the poison in ,beer, he afterwards

pot

a

drank a moderate
to ied.

went

In

quantity of the mixture, awd

felt

a
a few m~inutes, be
burning sensation in his tongue., throat, anZj
stomach, accompanied by giddiness and stupefaotion. He then drank a glass of
wvhich
produced vomiting and greater thirst, that ivduced him to drink a larger quantity oif that
-ligpori this occasioned violent pains in hlis

bee,

R

bowels,

(

182

)

bowels, and incessant diarrhoea. Next morrn.
ing, he was found much debilitated; the face
pale and distorted, the pulse scarcely perceptible, and his whole body covered with perspirable matter. The paper containing the
remainder of the poison, which was still upon
the table, together with the few words he was
able to articulate, soon informed his friends of
what had happened. Anxiety, and an intense
pain in his bowels, attended the diarrhoea,
which continued with unabated violence.
Such was his condition, when Mr. FILIz, of
Luckau, a skilful surgeon, was called in, who
prescribed the copious use of milk mixed with
the yolks of eggs, and ten grains of lac suiphuris mixed with two grains of steel-powder
(limatura mart. op.), to be taken every two

hours. He also frequently applied clysters of
mucilage of lintseed oil, and salt of tartar.
These remedies being continued for ten hours,
the violent symptoms of looseness, anxiety,
and pains in the bowels, began to abate. Mr.
FILIZ then direted the yolks of eggs mixed
with some borax, to be administered in large
quantities, and that the patient's only nourishmrent should be groats and sago boiled in milk.

He

( 183)
recovered but slowly; and, for severat
weeks, the utmost debility, together with a
considerable swelling of the feet, continued;.
which, however, were at kngth removed, by
the internal use of willow-bark, and the application of rollers to the legs. At length, the
patient was restored, though with the loss of
his former vivacity; and his memory also was
consider ably impaired.
He

ObstruLFion of the Throat by

fordgn Substances.

most

Urgent danger often suggests to us the
effetual remedies. In a case where the gullet
was obstrualed, by the introdulion of a fo.
reign substance wvhich threatened suffocation,
the patient was ordered to swallow a piece of
sponge fastened to a pack-thread. Thus, by
pulling it

gently upwards, the impediment was

removed, and immediate relief
lJournal de Medicine, Sept.

obtained.-See

Paris,

1789.

On Ap oplexy.

The general classification of apoplexy, and
the method of cure, are deficient; for the mu.Ra
dificationm

( x8 )
difications of this disease can onlv be dete
mined by the knowledge of their
causes. Besides, the diagnostic signs of what
are called the serous and sanguincous species,
are not accurately ascertained. A red face,
prominent eyes, or a full pulse,
not alway
certain symptoms- of a genuine sanguineous
apoplexy; for, on opening the bodies of such
as have died of this disease, an aqueous extravasation has been frequently found upon the
surface, andf even in the substance, of they
brain. The contrary often takes place in
cases of serous apoplexy ; the death-like colour
of the face suddenly changing to red. With.
aged people, we sometimes observe paleness of

different

are

the face, though they be of a plethoric habit.
have, however, followed the comirion classi-.

I

fication in the subjoined Table, in order to
exhibit to the medical reader, that there 'is a.
diversity

of this disease, which ought not to
Many apople6lic cases.

be wholly r egle~Sed.
require a comnplicated,

treatment;

they are produced.

nately

and

others a simple,

according to the causes by

wvhicl4

Yeneseflion indiscrimi,

adopted, in apopletic cases,

by the

lower

(Is,)'tower class of people, as well as empirics, 'is
particularly detrimental. The physician can.
not be too cautious in this respea; but, in a
doubtful case of apoplexy, he may take away
a few ounces of lood, and observe thc effe&

I3

TIABLE

lid)6

TABLDf
OF tHlE DIFFERENT OPERATIVE
MEANS OF RESUSCITATION.

I.

Vencsdlion.

the

WITH regard to the place from which
blood is to be taken, the jugular veins are preferable; but, as it is not always praaicable to
open thein, we prefer the temporal arteries.
These are remarkably irritable; and, if any
vitality exists in. the body, they seldom fail to
emit blood, when opened,

.In.cases less urgent, the vena cephalica, or
of the arm, or the zcna saphena parva of the foot, muay be opened. In.
general, it is best to
blood as near the heart
Vhe vena mediana,

let

as

porsible ;

it is

not

since,

as

COLEMAN

asserts,

improbable that, the right ventricle

may be surcharged
jugular vein is the

with blood.

The

right-

most convenient for the

turpose of veneseion.
The

( t8S' )

with

- The orifice is to be covered
sticking.
plaster. If, after the incision, the blood does
not flow, the part is to be rubbed for a considerable time, and moistened with a sponge.

It.

Brnchotomy.

This operation requires the greatest care,
and a very dexterous hand .
proper
place to make the incision, is between the annular and thyroid cartilages, or even in the#
substance of the latter.

The

III.

Clysters.

z. Emollient clysters, of marshmallows,.
torch-weed, and linseed, to which oil of olivts
may be added;. or, half a pint of milk with an
equal quantity of gruel, or barley-water, add.
ing a few spoonfuls of oil. Broth, with some
butter, oil, lard, or warm. milk,

may likewise

be used as a substitu-te.
2. Purgativeclysters are made
adding to.
the formner, tarmariuds, Glauber's salts, or ho...
ney.

by

*Dt

P.it

Fo v c

4risi 1779.

o,

do sgora

laryzagotomix Mnethodo.

ra.

1

( 8g8 )

by

the
3. Stimulant clysters are prepared
addition of salt, soap, or a soltion of tartar.
emetic, from ten grains to a dram, according to
circumstances.

IV. Introdu7ion of Liquids into the Stomach.
The tube invented by COLEMAN, is

1ost

proper for this purpose.

V.

Baths.

In order to give a due temperature to the
bath, two parts of cold water are added to one
of boiling water.
In general, however, the degree of warmth
in the water, ought to c~rrespond with the
temperature of the body. In order to commiunicate a tonic and emollient quality to thie
bath, brandy, vinegar, or milk, may be added
to the water ; or a handful of bran, or emollient,
plants, boiled, tied up in a piece of thin can-~
vas, and put into the bath.
-

VI.

Showver-Bath:

Water is dropped from a vessel with a syplion, upon the region of the heart, to which a.,
little

-little wine may be added; and after each appli
cation, the patient is ipirmediately to be wiped
dry, and covered up with warm clothes..
In
cases of suffocation by the vapour of
coals, a syringe may be used, to squirt water
against the pit of the stomach. After this operae
tion, the body is to be wiped dry, well covered,
and left undisturbed.

VII. Bfd ofAshes, orSand-Bah..
The body should be covered up to the head
with warm wood-ashes, or sand. The ashts
should be sifted, and warmed in large kettles,
or pots. Next, they are strewed on a sheet]
the thickness of about two inches; on which
the, body is laid, quite naked, after having beer&
previously wiped dry.. Every part of it, ex-

to

cept the

face,

shouhi. then be covered with

ashes, in the man etr before-mentioned. Thus,
person: apparently dead is left for several
should aleo be
hours ; while gentle
resorted to..
Jnstead of ashes, warm sand, or husks of
these cannot be procured,
grapes, or,.
warit horsed ung may be used for this purpose..

the

stimulants

if

t

VIII.

190 J

_Earth-Bath.

The person apparently dead is laid, quite
naked, in a reclined posture, in a hole dug for
the purpose, and all parts of the body, except
the face, are loosely covered with earth, four
inches thick. To ensure, the good effeds
the earth-bath, it is necessary that the subje&
should, be left in it for several hours.

of

IX. Friffon.
All substances used for rubbing. the body,
are to be previously warmed. Fiaion is
best performed by means of brushes dipped in
oil; and it ought to be commenced gently, and
gradually increased: proper attention is also to
be paid to the signs of susceptibility of irritation. Frihlion with salt is improper, as it,
violent pain to the subje6t,
causes dhe
when restored to l ife.

most,

X. Eldiricity..
This remedy should be applied by dire~ling
moderate shocks through the breast of

the sub~

'9'

)

je&; and which may be eff6led by placing a
and
positive conduaor bet'ween the
fifth ribs of the left side, and a negative one be..
tween the second and third ribs of the right
side; or, by applying one of the condu6lors to
the left side of the pit of the stomach, and the
other to the nape of the neck; or the first to
the sternum, and the second in an opposi-e direftfon, at the spine; so that the eleulric fluid
may pervade the heart.
Ele~ricity, however, requiring great cir.
cumspe6tion, ought not to be resorted to,
without sufficient reason. The elelrical machine should be powerful, and the coated jar
of a proportionate size. The thinner the glass
of the jar, the better; as the elelric spark

fourth

will be more pointed and stimulant. Frion,

the

application of cle~lricity, should
not be negle6led ; for, in this respe~t, the latter
remedy resembics the shower-bath.
.luring

XI. Introdullion

Air

is conveyed

of Air into tihe Lungs.
into the lungs,

either

through the mouthi, the nose, or an incision in
The

trachea.
In

( t9)

r.

In this operation, we uses
giver,
2.

GoRCYs bellows-; with which, how.
acquinted
the operator ouht to be

Common

well

A quill,

bellows.

or any

tiexible tube, one end of which, covered with
into the
Wovet linen, oir blotting-.paper, is
nostril or mouth of the subje&, and the
-end fastened to the pipe of the bellows. During
,the operation, an assistant gently presses the
prominent part of the trachea (Adam's apple),
upwards; by which the accss of the air to the
IutRgs is facilitated. When the lngs are
lated with air, another person gently rubs 4he
breast in an upward dire ion, particularly on
the left side. 'this process is to-be -continuel
till a contraulion of the heart is perceived.

put

other

di-

The

reach

the glottis., which
tube should -always
mnay be rffe~ed by pulling the tongue

This

method,

"however,

is

forward,

so difficult, that it

can only be recommended to the

skilful prac-.

titioner.
3. The blo wing

in of air by the mou th.
that -this
thod of conveying ;air into the lurtgs, is injuri..
Most physicians
oaus

are of opinion,

me-

but as it may tend to excitic irritabilitv,
Dr.

(193
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Dr. OSIANDER has recommended it in cases
of infantine asphyxia.

XII. The Oil-Beetle.
Thie oi-beetle, or oil-clock, has been very
strongly recommended by government, as a
preservative against the fatal consequences of
the bite of a mad dog; but has by no means
proved a specific remedy. In some cases, it
operates as a purgative; in others, as a sudorific, or diuretic ; and, sometimes, it is attended with consequences distressin oteptet
Hence it appears, that its effe s are as
as those of the Spanish ley. If the oil.
beetle be combined with othei' powerful me
dicines, it may, however, prove a good pre-servative againist hydrophobia. Hence Dr.
SELLS prescribes as follows:

uncer-

tain

jX.

Scarab. mnaj. no. viij.

Theriac. andromn. unc. ss.
-Sal. volat. c.c. drachm. ij.
Ca mph. drachm. j.
Spir. minder. unc. viii.
Misc. diet.

XIII. The

(
XiII.

'94

The Root of the .Belladonna, or deadly
,Nightishade.

This vegetable has recently been recomthe
mended as a most powerful specific
cure of hydrophobia ; and it appears indeed to
deserve that chara6ter. It ought to be administered in doses large enough to produce a

for

transient dimness, and profuse perspiration. As
throat, the
it causes a burning sensation in
patient should drink plentifully of mucilaginous liquids, particularly water-gruel. He must,
the same time, continue in bed, to promote
perspiration. Belladonna ought to be administered as soon as possible after the
and all the symptoms which appear during the

the

at

accident;

use

of it, should

be carefully

attended to.

asserts, that the administration of
this remedy for nine (lays in succession, will
secure the patient from all danger of hydro..
phobia: for my part, I should rather continue
the whole process, and keep the wound open,
at least for a fortnight.
The deadly nightshade ought to be gathered
BUCHHOLZ

every

year,

in

the month of June,

washed

clean, dryed in the open air, reduced to pow..
der,

(

)
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der, and preserved in a well-stopped glass
vessel.
In order to proportion the doses of this medicine, according to the age of the
and
the tirpe of using it, I have subjoined the following Table:

patient,

Age.

2

3
4
6

years,

In one
hour.

In two
hours,

I

Ia

gr.

2-

5
7

-

10

1I

12
14

13

4-

6

5

-

17

50

--

50
60

60

6
4

70

5

--

3 gr.

3 --

32-

5

5
--

-

6

Vehice.

gr.

2{-

4k-

44

tnhours.
three

--

10

--

8

--

6

=

-Eitherin
-

6 -6} -

12
9
7

milk,or

watergruel.

--

--

Women who suckle children, as well as

weak persons in general, should take smaller
doses, according to circumstances..
inter-.
vals, the use of this remledy should be discon-

At

ti

aued

fora day.

5w

-XIV.

Akr.

(

XI V.

t96)

to be rubbedin,
t/zx Bite oja Mad Dog.

M-ercurial Qintment

Mercur.
A.
crud. unc. j.-.
Thereb. rchm. ij.
Axungie ovis unc. viii.
M. F. Unguent.
j

afier

r

A, diachm of this ointment is to be rubbed
in at a time, and continued till the eleventh
day.
X V. Soap-Water.

One

pound of soap should be dissolved

in four pounds of pure water, by rubbing it
on a grater, after which it is put into a pot
that contains eight pints. Boiling water being poured upon tihe soap, the mass is stirred,
allowed to boil for two minutes, and then
stirred again. The patient, if any adult, may
every third or fourth

hour take a tea-cup full

of this solution, lukewarm, andl a piece of sugar
after the draught, to overcome the nauseous
taste.

XVI.h?1'ate

(

XVI.

'97

),

Water saturatedwith

Hepati

Gay.

This preparation is celebrated for its salutary effefts, in counteraaing the poison of
arsenic. According to )r. HAINEMANN, it
is prepared in the following
take a
bottle filled to its neck with two pounds of
pure tepjid water; to this add an ounce of
powdered liver of sulphur, mixed with five
draclins of purified cream of tartar. The
bottle should then be closely stopped, and the
ingredients shaken for ten- minutes. After the
coarser powder is precipitated, the fetid milky
is poured from its sediment into another
bottle, contiying three or four cups of sweet
tream, two ounces of powdered senegal, or

manner:

fluid

half

an ounce of gumu tragacanth. 'This bottle

is Slso to be stopped, and shaken for a few minutes, till all the ingredients

are

dissolved

cwhen the medicine is fit for use.
'1I'he liver of sulphur, for this purpose,, may-

be procured by exposing equal parts of sulphur
anid quick-lime to a high degree of heat. In
a wind furnace, the hepar- phuris will be
ready in

the

su

spzcc of sixteen minutes
S3

; and,.
1ti

C 198
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in fifteen more, the water may be easily predis..
pared; a method which, on account of
patch, is preferable to any other. Chalk may
in which case,
be substituted for
however, the mixture will require to be heated
a longer time.

its

quick-lime;

XV I.

HAHNEMANN'S

Probatory

Liquor.

In order to prepare this valuable test for
ascertaining adulterations of wine with lead, a
liver of sulphur is first procured, by exposing
an equal quantity of powdered oyster-shells
and sulphur,. for twelve minutes, to an intense
heat. #in this manner, the dry hepar is ob.tained iti the form of a light grey powder,
which may be preserved, for a long time in a
bottle closely stopped..
To discover whether wine contains any
particles of lead, put two drachms of hepar
and seven drachms of finely -pow dei ed cream of

tartar into a strong bottle which contains six.

After

closely
teen ounces of pure water.
stopping this vessel, shake the ingredients for

When

the sediment has sub.
ten minutes.
a
sided, and the liquor become clear,

mix.

spoonful

(

'99

)

spoonful of it with two or three ounces of
suspe~ted wine; and, if it contain any lead,
a- precipitation will take place, which ill be
of a deeper brown, in proportion to the luan,
tity of that metl.
XVI II. Precautions to le adopted in rescuing
Personsfrom Subterraneous Places.
The assistant of such unfortunate people,
should first drink a little brandy, then put into
his mouth a sponge soaked in vinegar; ands
before he descends into the pit, cover himself
with wet cloths. A double rope ought to be
tied roudul his body, passed under his arms,
and secured behind: he should also be fur.
nished with another rope, for the purpose of
giving signals-

X IX.Al~anner of purifying the

dir

in

dam~p

2partments.

by

Thi s may be ef icled
burning gun-poww
der in a room ; by a straw fire kindled at its entrance; by pouring, col4l water over the floor;
or placing on it a. few bushels of lime rccently
slaked, and diluted with an additional quantity
of

( 200o
of water. If pits are to he purified, the nephitic vapours, or fluid, at the bottom, should
be frequently stirred with proper hooks and
person can, with safety, descend
poles.
into a pit, when a burning candle, on being
conveyed to the bottom, is suddenly extinguished.
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the prtufical tendency of the work here
announced, must be evident from the above, its
peculiar nature scarcely requires farther explana.
tion.

When we consider the nattwal condition of

mill,

the objced of all his pursuits becomes at

once manifest and defined. To live with satisfateion to himself and others; to procure as many
comforts of life as are consistent with his mental
and bodily constitution; and to avert impending
danger, or, in other words, to preserve himself
from the injurious attacks of external agents, are
nearly the whole of what relates to the pradical
part of human life. The present work being ex.
clusively devoted to the departments of health
and of general economy, no subjet can there!bre
with propriety be introduced, which has an im.
mediate reference to ethics or morals, to meta.
physics, or the abstra& and professional sciences.
In order to unite conciseness with general
utility, the theoretical or speculative part of
every invention, discovery, or improvement,
will form but a small portion of the DoMESTIC
ENcYCLoPEDIA; because the rationale, or ele.
mentary principles, will only be inserted in those
instances where the subjeA cannot be sufficiently
understood without them. And as the alphabetical form possesses many advantages over the
systematic division and sub-division of articles,
it has, in the present case, been preferred, as
more eligible for a popular work.
It will be easily conceived, that the subjeas
to be treated of in this colleaion must be nu.
merous and important ; inasmuch as the economical sciences are intimately conneaed with natural and experimental philosophy, including the
knowledge of useful animds, plants, and minerals ; chemistry, agriculture, gardening, hunt.
ing, the cultivation of trees, rearing of cattle,
fishing, &c. To enable, however, the reader to
judge of the method by which we intend to re.
duce subjeds apparently intricate and abstruse,
to

(5)
to the level of ordinary capacities, the following
heads will furnish an outline of the proposed Economical Di&ionary.
i. A concise historical account of the subject
under consideration, or the manner in which it is
most advantageously produced, either by nature
or art; for instance, fuel, candles, hats, shoes,
wine, yarn, &c.
2. The most judicious and economical mode of
applying every substance to useful purposes; such
as new substitutes for bread, tea, coffee, soap, &c.
3. All the newly-discovered methods of defending the objeas of domestic and rural economy from the effeds of air, heat, and cold, the
changes of climate, seasons, and other contingent
causes; likewise the most effeaual way of pre.
serving particular substances, such as seeds, roots,
plants, &c. from the depredations of insets, reptiles, and other animals.
4. An explanation of the general effeds which
every article of food and drink, as well as all
external and contingent causes, produce on the
health of the human body ; together with the
most approved rules and diredions for its preser.
Vation.
5. As the list of human afidions contains
many and obstinate diseases, such as cancers, consumption, epilepsy, gout, palsy, white-swellings,
&c. which have hitherto been, for the most part,
considered as incurable, it is proposed to give a
concise and faithful account of the latest and
most plausible remedies, or methods of treatment,
discovered for the cure of these complaints. No
other diseases, therefore, but such as fall under
that description, will be here introduced: we
propose, however, to give pointed hints and di.
refions,

(6)
retions, how to guard against the sudden at.
tack of acute or dangerous maladies, and in what
manner successfully to treat them in their commencement.
6. With respea to the nature and uses of
plants, our plan will in general be confined within
the limits of the indigenous, or native produc.
tions, whether obtained from trees, shrubs, or
herbs; which, as articles of food, dress, luxury,
or medicine, may conduce either to our necessities or pleasures.
7. Lastly, conceiving it our duty to contribute as much as possible to the dete&ion of fraud,
and prevention of mischief, we have endeavour.
ed to obtain the most accurate information, not
only respefting the most pernicious adulterations
practised in the articles of bread, beer, wine,
spirits, oil, tea, &c. but likewise of all the poi.
sonous plants growing in the British isles;-a liberal communication of which, must prove peculi.
arly acceptable to every head of a family, as well
as to private individuals.

CONDITIONS.
1. This Work will be handsomely printed on a
new Type, cast purposely for it, and on a fine
Demy Paper, in 8vo.
II. Each Number will contain Eight Sheets of
Letter-press, and one or more apprcpriate Engravings, besides occasional Wood-cuts, illustrative of the different Subje&s.
111. The whole Work will be completed in at least
Twelve, or not more than Sixteen, Numbers;
one of which will appear monthly, in regular
Nos. 1. II. and III. are now
succession.
uiblished, Price Half-a-Crown each Number.
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